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PREFACE

Jack E. Brown
National Science Library

One of the major problems in organizing the
Theme Program for the CLA's 29th Annual Con-
ference was not the finding of well qualified and
knowledgeable people to talk on the theme topic
but rather in determining what the subject to be
discussed realty was. The root of the difficulty lay,
like so many of the world's problems, in terminology
and semantics.

What is meant when we talk of library networks
and systems or informatio.i networks and com-
munication networks, During the post few years
many papers have been written discussing the
future of international networks, national networks,
provincial networks, regional networks, etc., but as
yet there appears to be no generally accepted
definition of a library network. Joseph Becker, in a
paper written back in 1968, defined a network as
"an inter-connection of things, systems, or organiza-
tions."' Adding to this definition the word "infor-
mation," he then goes on to describe the ideal
information network as exhibiting such character-
istics as formal organization, a communications
system. bi-directional operation, a directory look-up
system to identify the unit that must be able to
respond to a query, and a switching capability to
determine optimum routes.

Recker. -1~0. and Cliwn, Wallace C "Information
Network% In Carlos Sh. Cuadra, Annual Review of
information Science and Technology. Vol 3 Chicago
Encycloparotie Br,tannrca, 1968, pp 289 90
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Based on this definition, it is evident that a single
library can be shown to be an information network
for its staff and users, The librz.ry has a formal organ-
ization governed by established policies and pro,
cedures, the staff is grouped into divisions with
distinct functions. The interfaces among divisions
through individual staff members using common
files, and the interaction of staff and files with users
constitute the communications system. The directory
look-up is provided by the bibliographic control
apparatus which comprises all the main files for
locating items in the library collection. The main
catalogue affords the most complete coverage; sorne
of the other files are tangential to it; the contents of
others overlap.

Despite such an interpretation, the popular con-
cept of a library or information network still appears
to be that of a system .ein vast quantities of data
and information arc ared in electronic memories,
manipulated by computers, and transmitted and
switched by telecommunication gadgetry. In actual
practice, these are simply new techniques which are
and will be used increasingly to facilitate the devel
opment of networks. Library networks are essential:
a form of co-operation in which libraries attempt to
make the greatest possible use of available informa-
tion resources by sharing them through arrangements
of varying degrees of formality. These networks
have been in existence in Canada and elsewhere
almost since the first libraries were established.

Recognizing this potential source of confusion,
it was agreed in the early stages of theme program
planning, that the speakers when talking of library
networks and systems would be referring to any
technique or procedure which links together for the
mutual benef:i of a large community of users, the
resources and services of a group of libraries, and
that the use of computers and Mher electronic
equipment was one way of facilitating this linking
process. This broad concept is reflected in the
following papers which discuss and describe Canadian
library networks and systems as they exist today
and as they are being planned for future develop-
ment at thl lnYal, provincial, regional and
national levels.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF LIBRARY
SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS THE
EXAMPLE OF BRITAIN

H. T. Hookway
Executive Director, The British Library

The past ten years have seen remarkable progress in
the development of library services in Britain. The
Public Libraries and Museums Act of 1964 placed
public library services under the supervision of the
Secretaryof State for Education, and made it
compulsory for all local authorities to provide a
comprehensive and efficient service; the Parry
Report on university libraries was issued in 1967 and
its recommendations have had a significant effect
on the operations of these libraries; in 1169 the
National Libraries Committee reported; in 1971 the
Government issued a White Paper announcing its
intention to set up a new national library, the
British Library Act followed in 1972 and the new
library was set up in July 1973; and further striking
changes in public library organization took place
in April of this year as a result of the re-organization
of local Government.

Although much planning, discussion and action
had of course taken place in earlier years, I propose
to take 1964 as the starting point for my talk
because in my view it is over the past decade that
the foundations of a modern nationai library system
have been laid.

National Planning
It will, I think, be generally agreed that libraries of
alt kinds, together with information services, are an
essential part of the infrastructure needed to sustain
and nourish civilized society; the libraries and infor
matior A.-vices of a country, taken as a whole,
shot:r air.1 to collect and store all information
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to be needed, to provide access lo it as
rapidly is neci,ssai y and to xiongc .ts supply in the
most useful form Where it 1114 be most effectively
employed This is no easy task, however, the
increasing; quantity of materials in the form of
books, periodicals, tapes, microtexts, films, photo.
copies, prints, computer data banks and so on results
in storage becoming more expensive; retrieval more
difficult in many cases; and selection, acquisition,
and bibliographic processing become larger, more
expensive and more complicated operations.

To attempt to meeethe national objective set out
in the preceding paragraph requires that the library
services satisfy a wide range of educational, recrea
tional, scholarly, industrial, commercial and other
needs. If we assume that library materials are not
used much before the age of 5 years, then we are
talking about a British population of roughly 50
million individuals all of whom should require
access to a library service at one time or another.
Fortunately, not everyone needs the same material
at the same time, and, equally fortunately, humans
have only rarely solved problems by searching
enormous quantities of information exhaustively,
but nearly always by finding wr of conducting
their investigations in a highly s tective manner.
Nevertheless, the range of interests developed as a
result of the provision of enhanced educational
opportunities; the stimulus of the media, especially
television; the growth of interest in environmental
problems and the quality of life; increased leisure;
and the increasing complexity of scientific, industrial
and commercial reqiirements place exceptionally
heavy demands on libraries which then need to
develop systems and networks to meet these demands.
Individual libraries or small groups of libraries no
longer find it possible to meet from their own re-
sources the increasingly sophisticated demands of
their users.

In Britain, as in Canada, school libraries, public
libraries, university libraries, the National Library
and a host of special libraries provide a wide range of
services designed to meet the needs of different
categories of user. The services have tended to grow
up piecemeal, with attempts to maximize the
effectiveness of their operations being made through
schemes of voluntary co-operation of various kinds.
To attempt to produce a detailed, comprehensive
and systematic plan for the development of all
these services to meet national goals for social,
economic, cultural and industrial advancement is to
face the planners with a complex multidimensional
problem of a kind familiar to social scientists, and
where forecasting and other techniques are notoi,



ously inadequate. But in any case, a COmprOionsive
approach of this kind e, ree en my view eithir
necessary or desirable. Many activities are better
regulated in response to local needs rather than
within the constraints imposed by the operation of
a central plan. National planning should therefore
focus on a limited range of crucial issues so that a
flexible and responsive national system can evolve
naturally over a reasonable period of time. These
crucial issues are related mainly to the provision of
appropriate legislative, institutional and financial
structures; to the development of standards of all
kinds; and to manpower needs

In developing this theme, 1 propose to concen-
trate largely but not excluse/ely on two particular
aspects of recent developments in Britain - the
re-organization of the public library system, and the
creation of the British Library To plan at all
requires the existence of planning machinery, and
developments in Britain have moved at an accelerated
pace since 1964 when appropriate arrangements
were made as a result of policy responsibility in
relation to ell Irhr antis in the public sector being
concentrated in the Department of Education and
Science. with the exception of special libraries
maintained by other Government departments.

The Public Library System
In 1964 also, the Public Libraries and Museums Act
came into effect This Act had two most important
provisions- thi. public 'ibrary service was placed on
a statutory basis with the Secretary of State charged
with the respon>ibility for supervising and promoting
the imorovemeot of the library service provided by
local 3uthorlt ik 7, in England ind Wales. and a duty
was placed on every local authority that was a
library authority to provide a comprehensive and
efficient library service In Britain, local authorities
are financed by Treasu. y grants, by loans, rents
and rates. Grants and loan .:ire wholly controlled
by the Government The rate is the only local tax;
it is levied on the annual value of property other
than agricultural land At presen: the Government
contributes about 60 per cent of the total finance
Thus both central and local government have a
direct concern in"the Yine.ncing and therefore the
development of the public !darer a service It IS for
the local authority concerned to r.iet#!r ne what
proportion of its revenue and capital expenditures
is devoti-d tit Alf but the statutur power,' of
the Secretary of StistP lar.lvides safeguards to "assure
that the f thrcir f cc- tit t r tiff ckwfi in ridid
timPs and .1 nut oversooly-i to ,trovvoi, anti

.N ,st. the e err.,'
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taken as a whole, meet acceptable standards
However, it soon became apparent that rho levet

range of size of library authorities - from under
30,000 population to over a million Was rewIting
in uneven growth of the service. With the best will
in the world, the small local authorities had not the
manpower or the financial resources to provide an
acceptable level of service to their users; forward
projections indicated that the situation would deter-
iorate further in the future. Significant changes in
the organization of local government were being
planned, and advantage was taken of this to provide
for further development of the public library service
and to increase the size of library authorities with a
corresponding decrease in the number of separate
authorities. The Local Government Act of 1972
provided for the creation in April 1974. outside
Greater London - where the existing arrangements
are unchanged - of 75 library authorities in England
compared with 314 at present and 8 authorities in
Wales compared with 37 at present. Thus, from
April of this year there has been a dramatic reduc-
tion in the number of library authoritiet: Scotland
is following suit, though with variations from the
pattern set in England and Wales, and Northern
Ireland has also reduced substantially the number
of library authorities. The overall effect has been to
reduce by about two thirds the number of authorities
with library powers in Britain. The new authorities,
with a very few exceptions, have populations ranging
from at least 100,000 to well over 1,000,000. Before
April 1974 there were only 10 authorities with
populations of more than a quarter of a million
outside Greater London, now there are 56.

The creation of these library authorities with
larger total resources is intended to facilitate the
development of library services over wider areas than
hither to. The new authorities will be better able to
meet the needs for comprehensive facilities of the
communities they serve. They wilt also be able to
deploy specialist staff more effectively and econo-
mically and to make full use of c. imputes, photo-
copying, audio visual equipment, telex and other
library aids.

I mentioned earlier the complex inter-relation-
ships between library objectives and other elements
in the national infrastructure, such as education. An
important feature of the new legislation is that the
library authorities are coterminous with the author-
ities for education, health and social services. It thus
becomes much easier to develop a whole range of
cost effective support services for these sectors. For
rtx.imote, sec vices for schools can iorlude the
pr.visirjn Of loan collections of books, centralized



facilities for book ordeling and prouessiiig and
multimedia collections. When the location 0, public
library service points is under consideration, the tact
that the education and library services are coter-
minous makes it much easier to establish dual
purpose libraries serving both the general public
and pupils of a particular school. Such use can
result in a significant improvement in both the
staffing and the bookstock available to a school.

The increased resources available to the new
authorities also make it possible for them to provide
more extensive and effective services to local
industry, commercial organizations and so forth.
The authorities are also able to deploy much greater
resources for the support and stimulation of local
cultural activities by providing space ano equipment
for exhibitions, meetings, lectures, concerts, plays,
films and audio-visual presentations of various kinds.

Thus, in this case, the development of the appro-
priate legislative structure, a shared basis for finan-
cing, and the creation of the appropriate institution-
al arrangements a small number of large library
authorities have been the crucial planning issues
to be settled in order to create a remodelled public
library system. However, although substantial
resources are devoted to sustaining these activities
(about 96 million pounds sterling in 1973) and
large scale though the operations may be (aside
from reference and information activities, well over
600 million books were lent), the system is riot self-
sufficient. It has to rely on other systems to provide
some at least of the total supply of books and infor-
mation it must provide. For example, foreign
material, advanced material for studies in depth,
and much technological and scientific material will
usually need to be sought elsewhere.

The British Library
A variety of techniques using regional catalogues
and inter-library lending have of course been used
for many years to obtain material not in stock, but
their inadequacies and the confused and wasteful
arrangements at the national level for reference,
lending and bibliographical services led the Govern-
ment in 1967 to set up a National Libraries Com-
mittee to examine the functions and organiza.ion of
the British Museum Library, the National Central
Libra' y, the National Lending Library for Science
and Technology and the Science Museum Library
in providing national library facilities and to consider
whether in the interests of efficiency and economy
such facilities should be brought into a unified
framework. The Committee recommended in 1969
that the first three organizations, together with the
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Br itish National Bibliography Ltd., and the Office
for Scientific and Technical Information should be
brought together under a new statutory authority,
and the Government accepted the recommendation.
Much detailed planning followed and in 1972 the
British Library Act received Royal Assent, followed
by the establishment of the statutory authority in
1973. The resources at the disposal of the new body
are, by British standards, substantial: for the current
financial year, expenditure is estimated at over 12
million pounds sterling, and there is a staff of 1700.
I do not propose to describe in detail the activities of
the British Library, but rather to identify some of
the key problems the Library is intended to resolve,
to demonstrate how its activities serve to make
existing services elsewhere more efficient, and to
indicate how these activities can help the develop-
ment of a national library system.

I stressed earlier the impo -e of planning to
create appropriate legislativ. .eworks; and in this
context the British Library is worth studying
for a variety of maw's, of W. Ich I have chosen
three. First, the Act specifies that the Library is to
Consist of a comprehensive collection of books,
manuscripts, periodicals, films and other recorded
matter, whether printed or otherwise; therefore the
Library has to be concerned with the whole range of
non-book material, and the Government in deter-
mining the level of resources to be made available to
the Library has to bear in mind this broad remit.
Second, the Library is to be managed as a national
centre for reference, study and bibliographical and
other information services in relation both to scien-
tific and technological matters and to the humanities:
two important principles are therefore established
the Library's activities cover information services of
all kinds and it is to cover all subject fields. The
third point is that it is within the functions of the
Board, so far as they think it expedient for achieving
the objects of the ACt and generally for contributing
to the efficient management of other libraries and
information services, to carry out and sponsor
research; and to contribute to the expenses of
library E.uthorities or others providing library facili-
ties, whether for members of the public or other-
wise. It will be seen, therefore, that not only is the
British Library well equipped to provide central
services for other libraries in the country, but it also
has the legal powers to act as an agent of the Govern.
ment in promoting the growth of more efficient and
cost-effective library and information systems. The
Library has been planner.: deliberately to be at the
hub, rather than the apex, of the nation's library
services. The apex of a hierarchically structured



system is of ten remote. difficult of access and some-
what divorced from the kelt`1,11ional and policy
problems of those lower in the hierarchy. By con
trast, the hub should be sensitive and immediately
responsive to the stresses and strains elsewhere in
the system. Thi. Library functions have been grouped
in three operational divisions reference, lending
and bibliographic sery.ces together with a central
administration and a research and development
department. The British Library Board is the Statu-
tory Authority charged with managing the Library:
it has a part time Chairman a full time Chief
Executive who is also Deputy Chairman, three
other full time members who have charge, as
executives responsible to the Chief Executive, fur
the three operational divisions and nine part time
members An extensive system of advisory com-
mittees is about /o be set up to help ensure the
Library is responsive to the needs of its users.

Interlibrary Lending Networks
Interlibrary lending in the United Kingdom is now
a very large activity. It is estimated that around 3
mille:m loan requests are made every year, of which
some 2 million are sent direct to the British Library's
Lending Division. The regional library bureaux of
which thew ale nine, mainly servicing public
libraries, account for about half a million requests
and about another halt a RIM on are requested
direct from other libraries without going through
either the national or the regional interlending
networks Universities, institutes of further educe
lion, speCial libraries of an kind,. are' more de-
peedeet on inter lending than the public libraries,
although is I have pointed reit earlier the public
lib( ny system lc not self sufficient Demand on the
Etrit!sh Library is currently )i-nyving at the rate of
15 per cent per annum, tvhereie, demand ori the
regional network has hoes ,eieseling The main
factor s accounting for the growth of demand on the
centre! facilities are the acquisition programme of
the Library which now aims to acquire alt signifi-
cant ser als and reports in all ianquctges together with
English language monographs and the speed with
which loan requests are met. The categories of
material collected sccount fur about 95 per cent of
all interlending in Britain and the Libr air's Lending
Division meets about 83 per cent of the demands
made on it by direct loan from tilt: central stock
The man burden of .ntertibr.-ev tending has there
for be. n lifted from individual librar los who are
free tci 'dap, their actitrisHuns,ind s!nCk, r,,eirfir et
procedure; icrorifinnlv Fiurn thi national view
point the interlending cirocs,, is, nut Only iiutclsr

arid more efficient: it is also cheaper. The cost at
dealing centrally with a loan request is about one
third that of dealing with the request through a
dispersed network based on union catalogues.

Although the central lending collection is large it
has to be supplemented by the resources of other
libraries, and therefore it has been important to
ensure that an appropriate network of co-operating
libraries is set up to meet the deficiencies in the
central stock. Aside from the great resources of the
British Library, we have chosen to rely mainly,
though not entirely, on a limited number of large
libraries to provide the back up service. The number
of requests made is fairly substantial, the cost of
dealing with the' requests is not negligible, and there
is need for rapid response. We therefore make use of
the provisions of the British Library Act, and pay
these large cooperating libraries for their services so
as to ensure they can deploy adequate resources to
meet our requirements.

Bibliographic Networks
An effective and economical bibliographic network
is necessary if libraries are to function at optimum
efficiency. The high cost of providing bibliographic
access to materials has prompted the development
of co-operative and centralized arrangements for the
services required. Computer based services are
obviously attractive in this context because they
enable us to process much larger quantities of infor
relation than could be done by manual means; the
costs of handling these ever larger workloads are
stabilized for, unlike manual system costs,
machine costs do not rise linearly with the work-
load; and new products and services can readily be
generated. Effective use of these services is fund
mentally related to the adoption by all concerned
of appropriate standards. We regard standardization
as such an important factor in the development
and use of our centrally produced computer services
the' we have set up i-Bibliographic Standards Office
in the Library to act as a national focus for discussion
on the internal and external standards to be used.

The general approach of the British Library
towards cc. vicing the library community is that it
should a,*t mainly as a channel of communication
and transfer between national bibliographic data
banks, including of course the British data banks,
and the requirements of the U.K. library coriimunity.

In following this line, the central services
provided now by the British Library. and those to
be provided in 1975 and later years, should lead to
rapid growth of computer based networks rn Britain.
At pi es.:nt, the Library's MARC tapes service can



provide for, current cataloguing, a bibliographic
listing, catalogue cards and machine readable cata-
loguing input. The machine readable input can be
processed directly by an individual library, a library
authority where the central library would pre-
sumably do the lob, by a region, or by the British
Library, which is prepared to offer a selective
service of catalogue records covering the additions
to stock of individual libraries and merging its
MARC records with records produced by libraries
of books added to stock which are not covered by
MARC tapes. The balance of advantage as between
these various approaches depends on the resources
of the library or library system involved. The terms
on which the tapes or individual records are made
available have been designed to ensure the maximum
local utilization of the centrally generated system,
which maintains enough control to avoid the crea-
tion of many competing quasi or para-nations'

A further step has been to convert the British
National Bibliography, back to its beginning in 1950,
to machine readable form in MARC compatible
format. This new data bank will be of particular
value to the new library authorities who face the
task of building catalogues of the :ombined holdings
of the former authorities, and whose stocks of
material consist largely of items listed in the
National Bibliography.

By the end of the year all the regions will be
operating a system first set up, with Government
development support, by the London and South
East Region (LASER) for recording accessions in
numerical form by International Standard Book
Number (ISBN), with coded library locations, and
sorting by computer. The ISBN location lists are
output on COM and can be used for interlending in
two ways; either libraries apply to regional head-
quarters, which supplies them with a location, or
they can buy the microfilm catalogues and borrow
direct from one another. The system is both cheap
and efficient, and the British Library does the pro-
cessing centrally at no charge to the regions. It is
possible therefore to integrate all the records to
make a comprehensive ISBN catalogue for the in-
take of public libraries in the country. This will be
important both at the national and the local level
for determing acquisitions policy, as well as increas-
ing the efficiency of interlending.

From 1975, the machine based current cataloguing
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activities will be extended to all British Library
intake. It will then be possible to provide a range of
new services covering the areas of British Library
intake that are not part of the MARC service pro-
vided at present. On line access within the Library is
being provided for on an experimental basis and may
be available to other users, but in the immediate
future the relatively high telecommunications costs
in Britain may inhibit rapid growth of use outside
the Library. We shall have to make a decision soon
on whether to convert the existing manually pro-
duced catalogues. The cost will be high, but the
benefits are likely to be great for libraries through-
out the world. We should be able to decide what to
do later this year, when our analyses of the problems
and costs are complete. These developments are
likely to be of particular value to university and
other research libraries since they will be able to
redeploy their own resources more effectively if they
accept the new centre' services and adopt the same
standards.

International Networks
National systems can no longer flourish on their own,
and it is important to achieve the maximum practical
level of international standardization so that records
and information can be shared without difficulty. It
is for this reason that the British Library has adopted
the Anglo-American cataloguing rules and, for
machine based activities, the MARC format. Looking
to the future, unless more national telecommunica-
tions authorities can be persuaded to meet the
challenge of providing cheap on line access to data
banks, we shall not realize the full potential of inter-
national networking.

Conclusions
I hope I have persuaded you that concentration on a
limited number of crucial issues legislation, organ-
ization, finance and standards has resulted in
positive progress towards d', development of a
British Library system. Although I concentrated
deliberately on a few examples, and made little or no
mention of university or special libraries, or informa-
tion services in general, nevertheless l hope that these
examples have shown how interdependent on each
other are the various categories of libraries, and how
their services are now starting to develop in a co.
Grdinated, rather than competitive way.



NOT THE
LAST SPIKE YET

Guy Sylvestre
National Librarian of Canada

The last time it was my privilege to address your
association was four years ago, almost to the day,
in Hamilton. It seems like yesterday. The progress
report then presented to you was entitled "The
Prime Mover. the Role of the National Library."
There is no need for me to repeat now what I said
at the time. Some of you may remember that
talked about the magnitude and complexity of the
problems facing us as a result of the current informs
lion explosion, as well as about some of the initia
lives taken with a view to meeting the challenge
successfully.

The main points mentioned at the time were the
completion of the Systems Development Study
which recommended the development of an inte
grated information system throughout the National
Library; the then recent invitational conference on
cataloguing standards; the adoption of the new
National Library Act in 1969; the cabinet directive
of the same year instructing the National Research
Council to develop, under the general direction of
the National Librarian and in concert with existing
information organizations, a national scientific and
technical information network; the creation of a
Research and Planning Branch within the National
Library, charged with the responsibility of conduc-
ting research and planning work for the future
development both of the National Library itself
and of national and international library network .;
the strengthening of the operational branches made
necessary by the constantly increased demand of
services made on the Library; the eieation of the
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Mtv,ic Division, the first subject division established
in the Reference Branch; the negotiation of exchangt
agreements with B/itain, West Germany, Belgium
and the State of New York; the improvements to the
national bibliography, Camidiana, and the sub-
mission by the National Librarian to AUCC of a
preliminary proposal for "a co-operative acquisition
plan for Canada." These were the main elements of
the progress report submitted to the Association in
1970, two years after I had taken office.

What you expect from me at this time is not, I
am sure, a philosophical or theoretical statement
about networking, but a further progress report
about the National Library's recent activities
aimed at developing a better integrated nation-wide
library network. Others will be speaking about
parallel efforts at other levels; there will be no need
for me accordingly to trespass on their preserves.
There would be no time fome to do so in the time
allotted to me, for as I stand again before you this
morning four yeart later, I have a great deal more to
report, and less time to do so. All that is possible is
to give you a bird's eye view of our most significant
programmes, of our current studies and plans, and
some idea of what we would like to do next, pro-
vided the required human and financial resources
are available. The human and financial resources
authorized in order to implement the National
Library programme have increased from 246 man-
years and $2,600,000 at the time of my last address
to 449 man-years and $7,278,000 this year, and I
expect to be requesting supplementary estimates in
a few months in order to make both ends meet.
Substantially increased funds were appropriated
these last four years in order to make it possible for
the National Library not only to meet the increased
demand made on existing services, but also, and
even more so, with a view to initiating and develop-
ing new programmes and to introducing new
techniques to attempt to cope more efficiently with
the tasks ahead of us. I naturally welcome this
opportunity to participate in this programme. The
information explosion is such a challenge to us all
that the only solution is in sharing through net-
works. I need not philosophize much longer; our
chairman Jack Brown hetalready said all that needec
to be said in this respect. What my remarks will
make clear, I hope, is that all the significant initia-
tives taken by the National Library were taken with
a view not to developing it into a big institution
operating in splendid isolation, but to making it the
central node of a constantly-evolving nation wide
network with international interfaces. This is the
basic philosophy which commands the efforts we



make in order to improve our collections, our
setvices and Out systems. To t epott to you chi ono
logically on these developments would lead only to
confusion !Accordingly propose to divide my re-
mark into three general areas: ( I) collections
development and rationalization of research collec-
tions; (2) lending and reference services; and (3)
development of systems and networks.

Collections
On the subject of collections I shall be brief The
Book Purchase Account has grown from $200,000
four years ago to $639,000 this year. This is still a
very modest sum. However, together with the legal
deposit regulations and a number of exchange agree
ments, our book budget makes it possible to expand
our acquisitions programme especially in literature,
music, history, economics and political science
(incidentally, we are acquiring the GoldsmithKress
Library of Economic Literature), government docu-
ments both in the original and in microforms, sound
recordings and, on a lim; red scale, manuscripts and
literary papers. Our membership in the Shastri
Endo-Canadian Institute brings thousands of Indian
titles every year, and thanks to the generosity of
the Canadian Jewry, we are acquiring a substantial
collection of microfilms of ancient Hebraic menu-
scripts held in libraries in the USSR and other
Eastern European countries. Special purchases and
other gifts are too many to be mentioned here;
information about them may be found both in my
annual reports and in the National Library News.
More detailed information on our acquisitions will
be available eventually when the Collections Devel-
opment Branch publishes a quarterly review in
which our most important acquisitions will be
reported, described and analyzed.

Now that the original bibliographic centre has
grown into a true library, the Branch is currently
involved in reviewing the guieelines for the develop-
ment of our collections and these will be published
as soon ac they are approved; it is essential indeed
that Canadian libraries be aware of the direction in
which the National Library will develop its coltec
tions. It was, and still is, difficult for the National
Library to establish a sound, comprehensive acquisi-
tions policy which would ensure that the limited
funds available z :e used to meet priority needs.
Until now, except for Canadian material and biblio-
graphic tools which we collect comprehensively, our
practice has been to attempt to fill the most obvious
gaps; we have succeeded reasonably well if you con
seder that of the 125,000 items which we were asked
to locate through the Canadian union catalogue last
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year, we were able to lend from our collection one
in four This is still unsatisfactory, but the percen
tage increases every year and we are gradually
relieving other Canadian libraries of an increasing
percentage of the costly interlibrary loan burden. I
shall discuss later the desirability of a more ambitious
national lending service. For the time being, the
National Library collection grows at the annual rate
of more than 35,000 monographs and more than
100,000 government documents, not counting a
substantial number of microforms_ Four years ago,
the National Library was subscribing to 2.623 perio-
dicals; it now receives more than 10,000, including
most periodicals covered by the tape services
scanned by CAN SDI. This is necessary back-up to
this current awareness service which we have extend-
ed to the humanities and the social sciences last Year.
I will have more to say about it in a moment.

With a view to defining our acquisitions policy
and hopefully, to making it easier for other libraries
to do so, we initiated a series of surveys of collections
in order to determine where and what were the
strengths, the weaknesses and the gaps. As you know,
we have publishA a substantial quantitative analysis
of Research Collections in Canadian Libraries,
starting with university libraries whose collections
were analyzed in five volumes to be complemented
by a sixth which is in press. In press also is a survey
of collections in federal government libraries, which
was a part of the general survey of federal libraries
to which I shall revert tater. We also published a
special study on Theatre Resources in Canadian
Libnnes conducted by Miss Heather McCallum, and
we propose to conduct future surveys and publish
special reports on collections in various disciplines
rather than on categories of libraries. We are now
examining law collections, with the assistance of
Mrs Viola Bird and an advisory committee of CALL.
The report will present the actual state of law
resources and, we hope, contain a guide for the
development of law collections and possible
recommendations regarding the role the National
Library may play in the future in the field of law.
We propose to compile and publish surveys of
collections in alt fields; music, exchanges, Canadian,
foreign and international official publications in
research libraries in Canada will come next.

These surveys do not only facilitate the use of
collections by those who need them, they should
also make it easier for many libraries to write and to
better rationalize their acquisitions policies. Canada
is still a book poor country where there are few
strong research collections in the humanities and the
social sciences; as in most countries, our libraries



hold only a fraction et the literature covered by
the millions of coationi found ur toousoixis of
bibliographic too's of all sorts. The analysis ut inter-
library loans treffic will also provide us with valu-
able information of the most serious gaps which
exist in relation to actual needs. In any case, it
would appear that in a country so poor in books,
so large in size and so small in population, nothing
short of a nation-wide plan could go very far in
meeting the challenge of the information explosion.
When the whole country can acquire only a part of
the research material required by Canadian users,
how could a province afford to go it alone?

As you know, this is not a new topic, several
reports on the problem exist, which contain sound
recommendations; but there are many more who
are in favour of rationalization than are' prepared to
be rationalized, which in some cases would mean:
to be rationalized out of too stence. There is nothing
spectacular to report as yet in this respect, but
there is apparently a growing realization of the
need for some sort of co-operative plan in order to
avoid the unnecessary duplication of little-used
material and, as d C:OnSetitionCe, to permit the acqui-
sition of more diversified collections. It is my opin-
ion, when I compare the world-wide explosion of
research and information with the limited human
and financial resource's available to us all, that the
only form of insurance ye can afford to buy against
oossibte demand is a form of group insurance. This
is even more cr it ;cal when budgets are frozen and
pr ices soar, as they now do. It is also my opinion
that governments at all levels should increase the
moneys they appropriate to libraries, as they did in
the late sixties; but my view is that such additional
support is more likely to be forthcoming if libraries
clearly demorstrate through concrete action that
they are making every effort possible with a view to
developing co-operative acquisitions plans, as well as
compatible systems.

very much hope that, ;n respect of collections
rationalization, the reCently -established Collections
Developrni.nt Branch wilt exert ice the necessary
leadership, it now combines, under one Director,
Mr Preibesh, (1) the selection and acquisitions
operations, (21 the gifts a.d exchange office, (3)
the resource's survey efiv1560 1, and (4) the reczntly-
organized Canadian Book f xchange Centre which
receives, lists and redistributes hundreds of thousands
of surplus items a eery /ear. The Centre is now
moving to a separate buildino and cc improving itS
PrOCedteres. InCiefentaly the had of the Centre,
Mr Camiog'u, is .-ittendieig the Annual Meeting and
will be glad to anSWPf queries
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To conclude this part of my remarks, may I say
that network plannir9 includes, or should include.
determination of what is to be placed on the net
work, and this poses clearly the problem of collec
twins rationalization. Well, so much for collections.

Lending and Reference Services
As to our lending and reference services, they
naturally increase and improve as our collections
grow and as our catalogues become more compre-
hensive and are better maintained. Libraries are not
museums and they should be judged principally
by the quality of the service they provide. We still
have growing pains, but the growth of our services
over the past four years has been quite phenomenal.
Loans have increased from 69,000 to 110,000;
location requests, from 100,000 to 129,000;
reference questions, from 11,000 to 59,000. The
number of libraries using Telex to communicate
with us and with one another has doubled: from 78
to 176, which shows the importance of fast com-
munication. Interestingly enough, some 80 per cent
of the titles requested are located in the Canadian
union catalogue and are held in Canada, which indi-
cates that if Canadian collections are weak in abso-
lute terms, they may no fall as short of actual needs
as some say they do. (I say: "may" for we have no
information as yet (we will within a year) on the
degree to which Canadian libraries go directly to
U.S. libraries for items located in the National Union
Catalogue of L.C. without coming to the Canadian
union catalogue at all.) The Canadian union cata-
logue has grown tremendously more than
6,000,000 cards were received during the last four
years and, as you know, a national task group was
appointed to advise on the future of the growingly
unmanageable monster, to which I will come back
where I discuss systems and networks more specifi-
cally later in my p wet. Suffice it to say for now
that, conceived and developed as a location toot, it
has provided for years an indispensable key to the
resources of some 300 libraries and has facilitated
their use by all who need them anywhere in Canada.
Networking is the very essence of union catalogues,
as it is of published union lists. I very much regret
to have to say that the outdated union list of
periodicals publish ;ix years ago will not likely
he replaced by a full up-dated list for another two
to three years However, owing to our participation
it! CONSER, a North American programme aimed at
creating a comprehensive data base on serials held
by large libraries on this continent, we should be
efale to produce the revised union list according to
accepted international standards more efficiently



and more economically. hi the meant ime' \ist, pi I

pose to issue such partial list 3 as the reck.:it;
published Union List of Serial, ot, Socd
Sciences Citation Index HekI Dy Canadian Libraries.
We are also working on a Union Lost of Canadian News-
papers and a t1/71017 OW or Foreign Newspapers alt
tools which will be kept up to date at all times, I am
also seeking funds to compile a union list of index
ing and abstracting services in Canada a union
catalogue or microform master sind 3 register of
translations of unpublished reports. Alt could form
the basis of co-operative piogrammes which I pro-
pIse to promote as soon as the necessary human
resources are available. We cannot do everything at
once and I propose to discuss the feasibility of a
co-operative plan for indexing Canadian serials with
Mr Peter Greig when he returns from Britain.

Now that we have consolidatea most of our
general services, the time has cometo create
special divisions, headed by subject specialists, in
order to provide more sophisticated services in
certain fields. i already mentioned the Music Division
which in four year: has developed one of the best
music collections in the country. More recently, a
Library Documentation Centre was established to
acquire, analyze and distribute published and un-
published reports on libraries and information
science; the Centre also puts out directories, such as
the recent Federal Government Libraries and the
Directory of Library Associations in Canada. More
are in preparation. The Centre is also the Canadian
correspondent for UNESCO's ISORID (nternational
System on Research in Docurnentatiunt and the
clearing-house for IF LA papers.

In addition to traditional lending and reference
services, the Public Services Branch (recently
renamed the Reference Branch) now offers a current
awareness service in the humanities and the social
sciences, which is an integral part of the CAN/SDI
service developed at the National Science Library.
Using the software developed by the NSL to access
a variety of data bases in the field of science and
technology, our service now alerts subscribers to
recent publications covered by three tape services:
LC's MARC, ERIC and SSCI. Soon will be added
Catradiana and Psychological Abstracts. Plans ate
also under way to institute an on-line retrieval
service which will permit computer-assisted dialnajue,
via a CRT terminal, with this central system This is
probably the best answer found so far to the needs of
individuals or groups who conduct nither basic
disciplinar y. oi problem solving multi disciplinary,
research alike

IN,. Blanch now comp, Ilse) a Rare Boles and
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Manuscripts Division and it established a central trio
of unpublished bibliogiaphies, which permits us to
avoid much unnecessary duplication of efforts. More
recently, I decided that the time had come to
examine the possible role of the National L 'brat e ii
the area of services for the visually and physically
handicapped I formed a task group which is
examining existing services, strengths, weaknesses
and gaps and will submit a report with recommenda-
tions aimed at improving existing services, creating
new ones and co-ordinating them all, I expP.--1 that
the National Library's involvement will be pt
pally (I, the development of standards, (2) the
creation of a union catalogue, and (3) the production
of Canadian books on tape. This is another good
example, f think, of our efforts to build networks
for the benefit of all concerned. The position of
Chief of this new service has been advertised, as has
that of the Children's Literature Librarian/Consultant.

In order to be able to develop existing program-
mes and to launch new ones, the Public Services
Branch, the largest in the Library, was completely
reorganized and three senior co-ordinators were
appointed, one for reference and lending services,
one for union catalogues, and one for special ser-
vices, who assist the Director, Miss Flora Patterson.

Supplementing these services, the National
Library's contribution to the Federal Multicultural
Programme, the Multilingual Biblioservice will soon
make available to ethnic groups, through public and
regional libraries in all provinces, collections of books
in non-official languages both for educational and
entertainment purposes. The h..ad of this new
service, Mrs Zielinska, is also in Winnipeg this week
and will be happy to answer your queries.

Finally, may I say that I propose to extend the
oraning hours of the Public Services Branch later
this year with a view to making our, resources and
services more readily accessible both to local readers
and to those served through their local libraries any-
where in Canada, from St John's to Victoria. The
Reading Rooms are already open 24 hours a day;
reference services will be available frora 8 o'clock in
the morning till 9 o'clock in the evening (that is from
9:00 a.m Atlantic time to 6:00 p.m., Pacific time),
and Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

May I mention that many Canadian libraries do
not make as full use of the reference services
available to them as they could in order to assist
their own readers; this seems to be true especially of
public libraries whose staff do not seem to avail
themselves of the back-up sei vices provided by the
National Lihrai y, as much as research libraries do
There are regional disparities in the library field too,



as you all know only too wal, and our services are
in a way a form of equalization payment available
on request. Let me make it clear to all here that our
services are equally available to all categories of
libraries anywhere in Canada.

This is equally true of the bibliographic services
provided by the Cataloguing Branch. You already
know, I am sure, that priority was given in our auto-
mation programme to Canadians with a view to
making it possible for the National Library to make
her full contribution to UBC (Universal Bib lioara
phic Control) for the benefit of Canadians and
foreigners alike. I shall discuss Canadians under
"systems and networks" in a moment, but before
doing so, let me mention briefly the annual inyen-
tnries of theses accepted by Canadian universities
and the cumulation just published which covers the
years 1947.1960 and lists 14,971 theses. Another
service is the publication of Canadian theses on
microfilm initiated in 1965. which was just conver-
ted to microfiche. At present, 24 universities
participate in the programme on a regular basis;
the microreproduced theses are listed in Canadsna
and will th .s form irn important part of the
Canadiana data base which will be searched by
CAN/SDI and put to other uses too.

To sum up, we attempt to develop our services
in such a way that they do not duplicate those of
other libraries and that they occupy their proper
place in the Canadian network of libraries

Systems and Networks
Let me now come to systems and networks as such.

I said earlier that, with complementary collec
tions and compatible Systems, we could share much
better the collective resources vi ch we acquire with
our limited means. Since participants in a communr
cations network require a common language. and
since the National Library should be the central
node in such a network, it was essential to co-
ordinate as fully as possible the development of our
systems with those of other libraries. I referred
earlier to the Systems Study Report and to the
national conference on cataloguing standards,
which were initial steps in that direction As you
know, I subsequently appointed two task groups,
one on cataloguing standards, the other on a
Canadian MARC format Their recommendations,
contained in two excellent reports, are known to
you and they have been, or are being, implemented, at
least as far as the National Library is concerned.
Detailed statements on these two reports may be
found in the Canadian Library Journal of Ma e
Jun 1973 and in the National Library Nevvs of
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July-August 1973, respectively.
Those of you who may have examined recent

issues of Canadiana would have noted that virtuallY
all the basic recommendations of the two reports
have been translated into action, and without much
delay. Recommendations regarding the revision of
the classification schedules F6000 and PS9000,
the development of a KE (Canadian law) schedule,
the development of a list of Canadian subject
headings in English and the adoption of the Laval
list for subject headings in French were alt acted
upon. The latter is a perfect example of the kind of
co-operation I heartily welcome between the Nation-
al Library and other institutions with a view to
avoiding unnecessary duplication of work. Negotia-
tions with Laval were successful, a joint editorial
committee was established and all French subject
headings used in Canadians are now taken from
Laval's list. New subject headings are adopted
jointly. As to the English list of Canadian subject
headings, it is being compiled under contract by
Mrs Gerda Ferrington and Mrs Mildred Linton and
it is expected to be completed by next summer. The
classification schemes for Canadian literature and
history were similarly revised byltlfr T. R. McCloy
anti I hope that they Will be released soon. The
Canadian law classification is also being developed,
this time by the Library of Congress with the
participation of one of our staff, Mrs Ann Rae who
is posted in Washington.

Cataloguing entries for French publications are
now prepared according to the Regles de catalogage
angle-americaines, the French version of the North-
American text published by ACBLF (now ASTED).
Steps were also taken to ensure more consistency in
the application of the Dewey Decimal Classification,
through consultation between LC, BNB, the Austra-
lian National Bibliography and the National
Library of Canada.

Although Canadian researchers in many discipli-
nes depend heavily on information generated abroad

and this is especially true for the natural sciences
it was essential that a high priority be given to

Canadiana. This was done. As you may know, this
programme was divided into three phases. The
Canadian MARC format for monographs was
designed and is used for the processing of mono-
graphs and theses. This Phase I became fully opera-
tional early in 1974, and eomputer.produced cards,
tape services and printed copy for Parts I and II of
Canadians are available for distribution; all are
produced from machine readable cataloguing (MARC)
records; the printed copy for the text and index is
produced by photocomposition techniques. In order



to test the format, a Canadian MARC Tape Pilot
Proiect was initiated in November 1973, with 11
participants, for a one-year experimental period.
The tape service will be available for general sub-
scription late in 1974 or in January 1975. The
proof services for Parts I and II, are now in the
improved format of catalogue cards -ither than
reproductions of varityped copy previously available.
We had difficulties in the early stages of the pro-
gramme and unfortunate delays occurred in the
publication of Canadians. We are making sub-
stantial efforts and, barring unforeseen difficulties,
the programme should be on the rails again soon.
The system is also used for the creation of
machine-readable bibliographic records and the
production of catalogue cards for our internal
catalogues,

Work on Phase II, Serials and Official Publica-
tions (Parts III, VII and VIII of Canadiana), is
progressing satisfactorily. The serials format has
been prepared in draft form, programming has
started, and the MARC Editor's Manual for Serials
is being prepared. All parts, except for audio-visual
material, will be automated as of January 1975. The
design of an automated authority file is being
undertaken also as part of Phase II. Phase III,
scheduled for implementation in 1976, will cover
audio-visual materials, at which time Canadiana and
all its by-products will be fully computerized.

In another co-operative agreement between the
National Library and the Canadian Film Institute,
the latter now provides the Library with data on
Canadian film production; documentation is pro-
vided on a continual basis and is used in Part VI of
Canadiana, films, filmstrips, etc. The success of this
contract is evident in the substantial 'ow ease In the
number of films included in Canadiana in recent
months.

With a "iew to establishing the complete biblio-
graphic control of Canadian publications which came
out before the national bibliography was instituted
less than 25 years ago, I recently created in the
Cataloguing Branch a new division, the Retrospec-
tive National Bibliography Division, charged with
the responsibility for the eventual publication of a
definitive national register of all publications from
the introduction of printing in Canada in 1752. This
should probably be a co-operative effort and we are
now examining the recommendations of the recent
National Conference on the State of Bibliography
in Canada It is too early to discuss them here. May
I say, however, that the suggested clearinghuuse
could ingot; be cstatilished within the National
Librar y and that the proposed Advisory Council on

Bibliography in my opinion should probably not be
the independent body recommended but a com-
mittee of the National Library Advisory Board with
which I shall discuss this when it meets next fall.

Last year, the National Library was named as the
official International Serials Data System 41505)
National Centre for Canada. Planning for the first
stage of implementation followed, and ISDS Canada
became operational in January 1974. Present opera-
tions are manual, but planning and systems design
for an integrated automated system combining the
requirements of ISDS Canada with those of
Canadiana are nearly completed. The integrated
system wilt cover both Canadiana and ISDS Canada
requirements, providing the regular Canadiana out-
puts, printed volumes, proof services and MARC
tapes, plus a separate ISDS Canada tape covering the
required data elements for the ISDS international
serials data base located in Paris. At present,
Canadian ISSNs (International Standard Serial
Numbers) are being assigned by the Centre, and
publishers are being notified of this assignment. ISDS
Canada plans to publish lists of Canadian serial
titles to which numbers have been assigned in the
near future. We are currently examining the advisa-
bility of accepting the responsibility for assigning
ISBNs (International Standard Book Numbers) and
of introducing CIP (Cataloguing in Publication) in
Canada.

All these modifications and developments are in
keeping with the recommendations of the Canadian
Task Groups on Cataloguing Standards and on a
Canadian MARC, which groups did such good work
that I am pleased to acknowledge their contribution
once more here. I think that I can say, without
being accused of complacency, that the National
Library of Canada is now well prepared to play its
role for UK (Universal Bibliographic Control). In
this respect, I am pleased to say that Dr Hookway
and I had interesting and fruitful talks last week in
Ottawa, that we are in agreement on priorities
which should be assigned to international program.
mes concerned with UBC and that we are both
determined to press for their implementation with
all the energy at our command Twn early oppor-
tunities to do so will be the forthcoming UNESCO
Intergovernmental Conference on the ihttactroctu.es
for Library, Documentation and Archives Services to
be held in Paris net September and the meeting to
which I have invited directors of national libraries
and which will be held in Ottawa in November to
discuss my proposal to create an international
association or coune'l of nar,rr-al lihranrc. This
proposal has received immediate and enthusias.
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tic support from my coneegues everywhvie. As
nations grow more and more interdependent in the
use of each other's infransetion sic vices, it is no
Less imperative to work at the development of
international networks than to build national ones.
With the means at its disposal, the National Library
of Canada attempts to do both.

With a view to ensuring a better co-ordination of
domestic efforts in the fields of standards and a
continuing, consistent and more positive Canadian
input into international endeavours, I decided to
create an Office of Library Standards and appointed

'one of the world experts in the field, Dr Lunn, as its
first Director. Her main responsibility is to co-ordi-
nate the work of the Canadian Cataloguing Corn
mittee, which she also chairs, with that conducted
by IFLA and ISO. The Office also provides the
secretariat for the new WG6 of ISO '7C 46 on
bibliography, whose chairman is Mr Eric Clyde, of
N.S.L.

Having recrived, considered and acted upon the
recommendations of the task groups on cataloguing
standards and On a Canadian MARC format respec
tively, it was fir , oble we could not do every
thing at cave estebash the Task Group on the
Canadian Union Catalogue, which I did in the fall
of 1972. A. vou know, it is chaired, and vet y ably,
by Mr Basil Stoat t-Stubbs Its mandate is to investi-
gate the mete, a.opi maintenance and use of the
catalogue oei wnich r Cartadtar7 COMpUtt.'t hbfar
network With int. raational interlaces could hi,
based Thy Group vva.; also asked to oxplore alter.
native meta oils Of pr OV Id nlij sorm of the Set v!CeS
provided by the' union catalogue, inn as, for
instance, the establishmemt of a national 17nding
library, which, I must say, thry have not done as
yet. In October 1973. after d kid ',fear of studies,
discussions and consultations, the Task Group sub-
mitted a Serle5 of inter ,m recommendations which
were published in a special issue of Maternal Library
News in January 1974, together with ritv ,,,action
The Group recommends to close off the exist-nq
mantra! catainaue, To publish in rnicrufor tht
existing file in order to provide locations of older
material, and to establish and co-ordinate a Cane
dian union catalogue system, cansisting of a central
data base in Ottawa and a number of regional bibl ;V
graphic centres, capable of providing information on
holdings as well as cataloguing support services, and
other services of bibliographic or managerial nature
The Group also recommends the rationalization of
the production of union lists.

As I said, the National L:brar,r.,, in b.4;ic agree-
rni.nt with 'he main r.cornmencial.ons and through
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contractual and internal studies is working towards
their implementation. The principal studies in
question are (1) the Serials Data Base Study connec-
ted with York University and Mr Anable, which is
at the origin of the CONSER project referred to
earlier_(we ere naturally gratified to see that what
was contemplated at first as a Canadian project has
taken a North American dimension); (2) the
National Bibliographic Data Base Study, directed by
Mr Roderick Duchesne of the British Library and
just completed, which describes a model illustrating
the organization and content of the proposed central
data bank of machine readable bibliographic records
and the means by which this may interface with
other national or international data bases and ma-
chine-readable tape services, as well as strategies
which could be followed in the development of the
system over the next five years; it also examines
its possible use as a Canadian on-line cataloguing
service based on a variety of tape services. (Inci-
dentally, it is our hope that this may serve as a
model for other nations which may wish to translate
UBC into a practical domestic program); (3) an
interlibrary loan study conducted by the other UBC,
the University of British Columbia, will examine
interlibrary loans as related to the development of a
national information network: procedures, com-
munications and delivery systems, national lending
collections and distribution of costs, Naturally, w_ e
are aware of studies conducted in the US and
elsewhere, and we are studying them and learning a
lot in the exercise. We must, however, conduct our
own studies in Canada where the resources are so
much smatter and distributed differently on a geo-
graphical and institutional basis, where the needs
differ, and so on; (4) a study for the rationalization
of reporting entries to the CUC based on actual
needs end use; (5) a study contracted to Western
Ontario and Guelph Universities related to the
feasibility of using co-operatively the Guelph
Documents System, a simplified digital alpha-
numerical code which permits ietreval of docu-
ments Loy author (personal or corporate).titfc, series
on subject; (the report was received last week, the
conclusions are positive and will be studied upon our
return to Ottawa); (6) a study, also conducted by the
same universities, to examine the interface be-
tween a library using an automated system and a
library using a manual one, and the interface
between two automated systems, one using a full
MARC record, the other a simplified one: (7) a
study to determine the best method of closingoff
and editing the existing manual file, and (8) a study
of the minimum elements to be included in the new



automated union catalogue, which resulted in the
development of the mini.MARC.

Those who.are sometimes impatient with us may
not be fully aware of the amount of planning and
development now under way, as may be seen from
the list just given of studies related to the union
catalogue alone t"wonder how many of,you know
that in the past tout years I received, let alone
suggestions from my staff and from visiting librarians
and scholars, more than 300 recommendations of
all types. They could obviously not be all imple-
mented at once and to those of you who are
especially interested in some of them and wonder
why we have not acted as yet on these and show
some impatience, may I say that our recent record
shows that we have acted on a great many others.
Those interested will find a much more detailed
report in the paper given Saturday last at the CACUL
Workshop on Automated Systems by Miss Hope
Clement, the Director of our Research and Planning
Branch, who together with her staff is co-ordinating
all these projects and to whom I should like to pay
tribute for the expertise, dedication and imagination
she and they show in the performance of a very
demanding and complex mission.

Several other studies are under way, many to
improve our housekeeping operations, and there is
no time to describe them here. May I mention one,
however, which was completed recently and which
recommends the integration of the processing of
federal government documents by Information
Canada and the National Library so that their lists
and our bibliographies could be by-products of the
same dr to base. I am now discussing this with Mr
d'Avignon, the Director of Information Canada, and
we both hope to arrive soon at a mutually satisfac-
tory system.

We will hear later to-day about efforts made at
other levels to build regional or provincial networks
and co-operative systems. May I say right away that
any such system which would not take into account
the configurations of the National Library system is,
or would be, to use Burton Adkinson's expression,
"parochial and potentially schismatic." Good-will
exists, no doubt, but to be candid, may I say that
the national union catalogue system proposed by
the task group will not be easy to develop and
maintain I need not go here into the difficulties
now encountered by groups of libraries who attempt
to develop co-operative schemes; may I say, how.
ever, that the problems they now face confirm in
my own mind the need for the large amount of
planning and research now under way before we
initiate the development of such a major data bank

as the proposed computerized Canadian union cata-
logue. It is too early in my opinion to lock our-
selves in a closed system and, for the moment, I have
no choice but to leave all options open, both as to
the level of data reported and as to the possible use
of the data bank for cataloguing support services.
As I already announced elsewhere, the National
Library wilt investigate soon the best means of
providing cataloguing support to federal libraries;
this will take the form of either centralized or
shared cataloguing, and it would be up to other
libraries in the country to decide whether they wish
to participate or not. This option wilt remain open
until it is rejected or proved redundant.

I referred earlier to the establishment of stan-
dards and communications formats, as well as to
the rationalization of collections to be placed on the
network. My view, based on recent experience, is
that the most difficult problems ahead of us are not
technical, they are social, political, legal, financial
and administrative in nature; a great deal remains to
be done before we reach agreement on network
organization and operation, on the clarification of
network participation by institutions operating
under various jurisdiction municipal,
provincial or federal, not to say anything of the
private sector, All of this requires a great deal
of planning, a great deal of patience and a great
deal of determination on the part of many.
Technological progress does not create networks
avtomatically, and I hope that the human factor
will be forthcoming. As Don Redmond likes to
remind us from time to time, let us hang to-
gether if we do not want to hang separately. It
is in this spirit, and in this hope, that we have
proceeded in the study of major programmes
with the assistance of nation-wide task groups.
The Canadian data base is meant to be used
by an and had to be developed according to the
needs of _its users; this is also true of the Canadian
union catalogue, where the difficulty is com-
pounded by the fact that it is the by-product
of the work done in many libraries and that agree-
ment here must be achieved in respect of both input
and output procedures. All reports published in the
last fifteen years dealing with national library ser-
vices recommended the computerization of the
Canadian union catalogue (they all repeated one
another); not one told us how it could be done. We
are learning the hard way, bear with us a little
longer, please.

It is not going to be easy to develop an inte-
grated library network even at the federa! level
where I have statutory authority A Canadian Govern-



merit Library Committee was appointed to obtain
the advice of federal colleagues, and a Government
Libraries Liaison Office: established. The first main
task was to conduct a comprehensive survey of
federal government libraries in order to determine
what is to be co-ordinated. The survey, conducted
under the direction of Mr Paul Kitchen with the
assistance of teams made up of government librarians
as well as of outside experts, was recently concluded.
I just received the four final reports which total some
1,100 pages and make no less than 156 recommenda-
tions directed at the National Library, other central
agencies, and federal libraries across Canada. These
recommendations relate to (1) the rationalization
and coorefin.stion of collecting activities throughout
the government library system; (2) the major
legislation, regulations and procedures affecting the
recruitment, employment, classification, training of
professional librarians in the public service; (3) the
whole range of library services and the means by
which they are offered, the different kinds of infor-
mation sources and ser vices found outside the
library, for example computerized data banks,
information analysis centres, and clipping services, all
elements of an information system that can be co-or-
dinated for optimum use, through greater co-opera-
tion in processing and resource sharing among federal
libraries; and (4) the existing organization and adminis-
tration of the federal library service both in the Nation.
al Capital area and in the regions. The Report makes a
number of fundamental recommer,dat ions which,
when implemented, will, I hope, make for a highly effi-
cient network fur the benefit of alt. You will appreciate
that there is no time to discuss them in any detail here

I must mullion, however, that the federal gr.rverre
ment has examined recently the use and misuse of
computers in and by departments and agencies and
has adopted a new policy which provides for the
establishment and operation of a few dedicated
government wide E D P centres, one of them for
!item WS and into( mat:enai retrieval services whose
Custodian is to be the National Librarian We are
currently working out a program for the translation
of this policy into action with the assistance of Mr
L. A. Cite of the National Research Council and
my hope is that the Centre will be operational ear ly
next year. It wilt be an effective tool to standardize
library operation and to permit the maximum
sharing of information resources at the federal level,
It may possibl* ser ire as a model for other co
operatii:e s { stems, it will in any case be a major
cr)mportant Of OIL' target nation -wide, network and,
d:. I ,ndiedttA it ma" welcome the partieipa.
ti9i, uf libraries 1'00 at least in some of its

programmes.
The second major component of the federal

library is, of course, the National Science Library
and it is the largest and most important library whose
services it is my statutory responsibility to co-ordi-
nate as part of the federal system, As you know,
several years ago it was agreed that the services
provided by the librai y of the National Research
Council would-not be duplicated by the National
Library and that the excellence of that library
would be built upon towards even greater excellence
in science and technology, As Dr Brown mentioned,
it is an information transfer agency and so is the
National Library but it is also a library whose
resources are also designed to supplement local
information services and not to supplant or replace
them. As you know, it has now moved into its new
building, which will make it a great deal easier to
further develop its services and collections. Although
it is, in my opinion, under-staffed (and I have made
representations to Treasury officials in this respect),
it is considered to be one of the best centres of
scientific and technical information that may be
found anywhere in the world to-day.

Its location within the National Research Council
led the Science Council to recommend, and the
cabinet to direct, that NRC develop, under the
general direction of the National Librarian, a nation-
wide STI network, as was mentioned at the begin-
ning of my remarks. Speaking for myself only, may
I say that the present division of responsibilities and
the present institutional arrangements are not in my
opinion as effective as they should be and that my
hope is that a better integrated federal library
structure will be created, which would facilitate the
planning of policies, the co-ordination of pro
grairenes and the development of a general purpose
national information network. I am not at liberty to
say more about this for the moment.

I recalled at the beginning that, four years ago,
when I addressed the CLA Hamilton Conference,
I adopted for my title Ken Humphreys' reference to
the "Prime Mover" role of a national library. In
bringing this 1974 address towards its close, I would
like to develop the analogy a little further. In his
roster of national dreams, Sir John A. included a
national library, and a lot of other Canadians since .

have done likewise, but the last spike of the CPR was
driven long before the National Library building took
shape in Ottawa. To-day, we are attempting
collectively to build another type of communications
network, and I am tempted to liken the National
Library as a Prime Mover to the big locomotive of a
transcontinental train. Just as important as the loco-
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motive is what stands be.h nd The network should
be designed, however, to calf. all sot is of trains,
big and small, made up of 0 vat lets of cats if we are
to deliver a variety of goods -o users who have
different needs (this is our rationalization of
collections); it is no less essential to make sure that
the gauge of the tracks are the same, that the
couplings are compatible so that cars can be
shifted from one train to another, and so on (this
is our standardization of systems). This network is
still a national dream, one which is shared by most
and at which many are working, although, unlike
the CPR's it is one whose last spike wilt never be
driven. Since I addressed the Hamilton conference,
the National Library has, with your active and

lb

invaluable assistance, come a long way. We have
done much to identify the things which have to be
delivered, to whom and in what kind of time; and,
as well, we have developed the standards both for
interconnection and communication which are
essential to any network: railway or library, national
or international. We have faced and solved thorny
problems in'a dynamic, changing world, and will
no doubt face others as yet unforeseen.

Nevertheless, I trust that before another four
year period ends, whatever difficulties may crop
up, the systems we have been and are developing
will be operational and our second generation
library network, a working reality.



A NATIONAL STI
SYSTEM FOR CANADA

Jack E. Brown
National Science Library

1, like all of you who have worked for many years
in the informat,on field, have had no difficulty in
recognizing that there t5 j vital relationship between
the industrial, economic, and social development of
a country and the ability of that Country to
char rict relevant information to the right person at
the r,ght time. I have, thvrefo,e, been constantly
aria/id :hat the countries of the. wol Id have been so
slow t.., mechanisrm, whertbs, %hest. goals
can be achti;ved. we have pi )erdstrriateci so
lonq in dealiiK) with this oe(hlem that the job of
procesing the mass of cx,sting informa:ion and the
flow of new information hos become Sk of
gigantic proporboos

Canada has boon lost a': amiss in tackling this
pi °Worn as other county it:. of the, vvorld. However,
in December 1969, and as the rest;lt of j sPries of
stud dea'ing with the i,stabhshrtient of science
inforrnation policies, the fedora! government took
steps to make tit) for lost tern,' and laid down the
ground rules for the tf-Pvf4oprivnt of a national
scitaitif lc and technic,d, inform'ation system

At the present time, the NSL is the major element
or focal point for the existing STI system. Its
resources have been and are crent inually being
developed in close co-operation with all the major
titaries in Canada. These resources and services are
designed to complement and supplement local
resources and also to provide the essential bacrcup to
the information service's peovided by the NSL's staff
of info motion specialists tend those of N RC's
Technical Information Sf:r vice.

In other words, the NSL is responcible for
ensuring that scientists, engineers, technologists,
research workers and managers have ready access to
any scientific and technical information required in
their dayto-day work regardless of whether this
information or these publications are held by the
NSL or some other agency in Canada.

It is important to note that the NSL is not a
"library" in the conventional sense of the word, but
rather an information transferal agency. It has no
depository or archival responsibilities and its
literature resources are acquired solely because they
contain STI essential to the development of scienc.
and technology in Canada. Also, unlike most other
major libraries, except for mechanizing the recording
and listing of serials held by the NSL and related
bibliographic services, the NSL has done little to
mechanize its internal processing operations. Our
prime concern has been to develop and implement
new techniques to expedite and facilitate the retrie-
val and dissemination of STI in Canada. It is correct
to say that the NSL's total activities are user-oriented.

The national STI system as it now exists links
and makes available nationally the major literature
and information resources of a varicty of agencies.
This linking is accomplished by mean,. of three basic
networks.
1) A network of 245 university, federal, provincial

and infAistrial libraries which, through a variety
of intormal co-operative agreements, makes their
resources available nationally by means of loans
and photocopies The libraries holding files of
scientific and technical journals are linked by
Telex and by the National Science Library's
computer based "Union List of Scientific Serials
in Canadian Libraries." The fifth edition of this
fist, published last month, records 46,000 indivi-
dual titles. Since journals account for at least
80 per cent of scientific and technical literature,
this means that Canadian scientists and engineers
have, through the NSL or their total library,
access to the major portion of the world's
scientific and technical literature.

Purchasers of this 5th edition received without
charge a second copy in microfiche form. If this
format is acceptable, we can ;slue up-dated ver-
sions of the List at quarterly intervals, at a cost of
only S10 compared to S60 for the printed volume.
We can also continue to produce the printed
volume annually, to be supplemented quarterly
by the microfiche edition.

2) The second network within this national system is
the Canadian Selective Dissemination of Informa-
tion Program, CAN/SDI. CAN/SDI is a computer.
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based current awareness sei vice which Jells
subscribers to the' existence of iieeint impels
covering them specific fields of intetest as
published in the world's scientific and technicai
literature At present, 1860 user profiles are
searched against 14 data basis, to serve approx-
imately 6,000 end useis.

CAN, SDI, which was developed by the
National Science Library, became operational as
a national service in April 1969, after three yeais
of experimentation and testing, The program has
been described in a variety of published papers,
so there is no need for me to repeat what is
available elsewhere, However, I would like to
outline several features of the program which
have led to its success and wide acceptance by
users:
a) The 14 data bases now being used, each

incompatible with the other as far as format
is concerned, and often with respect to the
hardware required, are converted to a common
Library of Congress MARC-like format. This
technique enables the user to access any of
the source tapes with one interest profile, to
switch from one tape to another, and to tap
the information content of several tapes with
out maior changes in the search terms or search
logic.

b) Users are guided by a common CAN/SDI
Profile Design Manual which is updated con
tinuously as new data bases are added.

c) The NSL attempts to ensure that all papers
cited on the tapes are available either at the
NSL or other readily accessible centres in
Canada, and provides photocopies of cited
papers not available through local sources.

This action means that the NSL now
receives currently over 12,000 different
journals, bringing its total holdings of journals
to 18,500 titles. The advent of CAN/SDI has
also had a direct impact on the operations of
the NSL`s Interlibrary Loan Section: for
example, last month during a period of 22
days, the staff processed 9,166 requests for
loans and photocopies. This is a daily average
of 417 transactions.

dl The service is a decentralized one wherein
search editors located in all parts of Canada
serve as an interface between the CAN/SDI
services and the ultimate user. To date, the
NSL has trained 500 of these search editors
IcAdted in industrial firms, universities, govern
merit (1.!Paf'rft.'nfs. anif t,:sedich centres
These search editors are completely familiar
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with the CAN SDI techniques, and are know
Iedgcable in the subiect fields of the
clienteie
To fuitht`t strengthen this decentraiiied
wool t, the NSL has designated three agencies
as output centres for the CAN/SDI service. The
Library of the Canadian Geo loeical Survey,
using the GEOREF tapes, is responsible for
interfacing with the geoscience community;
the Library of the Department of Agriculture,
using the CAIN tapes, extends SDI services
to the agricultural community; and the
National Library, using such tapes as MARC II,
ERIC and the SSCI tapes, covers selected
fields of the social sciences. In each case, the
NSL is responsible for all technical details
relating to computer processing and negotia-
tions with tape suppliers. The designated
agencies are responsible for construction of
interest profiles and the meeting of users' needs.

3) The third network in this national ST1 system is
tho CAN/OLE (Canadian On-Line Enquiry)
system, a computerized system for the inter-
active searching of large bibliographic files. Un-
like a batch system such as CAN/SD1, a conversa-
tional mode of operation permits a user to query
directly, via a computer communications terminal,
one or more data bases. A user may modify his
literature search dynamically in response to
replies received from the system until the search
strategy produces potentially relevant citations.
The main advantages are speed, direct user control,
easy access to a variety of bibliographical files
through one device and one system.

CAN/OLE, which became operational in Feb-
ruary of this year, is at present an experimental
project to test the validity and feasibility of
accessing large data bases via remote terminals.
We wish to know, for example, if there are a
sufficient number of potential users who require
rapid access to information and who are willing to
pay the relatively high costs of this type of ser-
vice. Also, why develop a Canadian on-line sys-
tem when Canadians can have access to a large
number of data bases via Systems Development
Corporation's ORBIT or Lockheed's DIALOGUE?
Do use and costs justify a national on-line system?

As with CAN/SDI, before starting the experi-
mental phase of the system, a limited market
survey was carried out to determine the extend of
Interest in such a system. The resu'ts of the sui
vey indicated a keen interest in the service These
findings, together with d variety of other factors,
eon-toted qur decision to proceed with the imple-



mentation of CAN OLE . Meer factors were:
Communication costs tot low speed digital
data transmission had been -educed by up to
90 per cent with the introduction of
DATAROUTE and INFODAT. DATAROUTE
is a digital data network operated by Trans
Canada Teletrune System; INFODAT is operated
by CN /CP Telecommunications.

b) The NRC has successfully operated computer
time sharing services over the last three years.

c) The NSL has developed substantial expertise
in the utilization and marketing of commer-
cally avail94Ie tape services.

di The NSL has acquired over the last four years,
in machine-readable form, over 4,000,000
references in all field, af science and tech-
nology.

el It was felt that Canadians should be given an
effective alternative to similar developments
in the U.S with the ultimate goal of developing

e strong national bibliographic network de-
signed to meet present and future requirements.
Because of staff limitations and the heavy use

of NRC computer facilities by NRC scientists,
initial participation has been limited to 15 centres.
Each centre pays a membership fee of $700 per
month. This bav fee covers all computer storage
costs, literature file creation costs, and provides
up to 15 hours of unlimited searching time. When
15 hours of use have been exceeded, a charge of
$12 per connect hour is applied. In addition to
these charges, each centre is responsible for acquir-
ing the apprnoriate equipment and p'ying the com-
munication costs. The centres are, of course, free to
establish user charges in order to recover their
operating costs.

At present, only four data bases are available for
searching: COMPENDEX, 1969-73; INSPEC, 1970
73; BA PREVIEWS, 1973-74; and CA CONDEN
SATES, 1973-74. These data bases are accessed in
an alternating fashioif. On Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. COMPENDEX and INSPEC (covering

erVli neer ing and technology) are available, while
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, BA PREVIEWS and
CA CONDENSATES (covering the life and
chemical sciences) are available. The NSL has
completed the training of staff at these 6 centres
which stretch from Memorial University in New
foundland to the University of Calgary in Alberta.
A fourth network, which is still in the planning

and development stage, wilt consist of a series of
regional referral centres. These centres will co-
ordinate and make available the total information
resources and subject expertise in a given region.
Our intention is to develop not another NRC service,
or even a federal information system, but rather a
national network which links scientific and technical
information services wherever they exist, Looking
further into the future, it is our hope that through
the close co-operation and joint action of the NSL
and NL, Canada will ultimately have a national
information system which can be accessed by anyone
in Canada, regardless of their subject needs and
interests.
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Until recently, the expansion of National Science
Library services has been severely hampered by
inadequate working quarters. However, as of Feb
nary of this year, these space difficulties have been.-
aleviated by the completion of an ultra modern
building which now houses the National Science
Library and the Technical Information Service. This
building, 12 years in the planning and 2-1/2 years in
construction, has been designed to house two
million volumes and to utilize the latest mechanized
techniques for processing and disseminating informa-
tion. May I take this opportunity to invite all of you,
during your next trip to Ottawa, to come and visit
what we feel is one of the most beautiful and
functional libraries or information processing centres
in Canada. For those of you who attended the
CACUL Building Institute on Saturday and Sunday,

nope Mr West's presentation on the NSL building
.vilf whet your appetite for an early visit.



NETWORKS IN THE
ATLANTIC REGION

Dorothy L. Cooke
University Librarian
Dalhousie University Library

In order to present to this Theme Day an account of
networks in the Atlantic Provinces I appealed to my
colleagues for co-operation and they responded
generously with information on activities and plans
for their libraries and areas. In this we have accepted
the term "network" in its broadest sense to mean
any linking of library resources and services designed
to meet the library needs of any user or group of
users. I thank my colleagues for their assistance but
absolve them from any responsibility for the con-
clusions I have drawn from their facts.

In the four Atlantic Provinces one of the first
things we must face is that the Provincial boundaries
act as barriers to the establishment of networks; a
similar problem arises within each province where
funding by different jurisdictions or agencies creates
barriers. However, let us first look at what has been
accomplished and is operational before we look at
our problems

In Prince Edward Island we have a network in
miniature as the Provincial Librarian states,
"Alt services, including the Public Library, Legisla
tive Reference Library, and the responsibility for
development of school libraries, are centred in
this office." The Public Library operates a Regional
Library Service throughout the Island. the Legisla-
tive Library serves the Government officials but uses
the centralized services of the Provincial Librar y, the
school libraries are the responsibility of the local
school units but recommendations on standard; and
levels of financing rest with thi Piovincia Lanai y
and a CerltrairIed pUrChaSrfn cat i&-itl,r19 Jr1C1 pr.,
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cessing system is being established. So here we have
a small but functioning unit covering the whole
province but with one segment missing, the
University component. Three years ago an attempt
was made to include the University of Prince
Edward Island in the overall system. This proposal
met with a good response from the Librarians but
foundered on the problem of getting the approval of
two bureaucracies provincial and university, and
no formal arrangement could 5e made.

Our other island pt evince presents a different
problem because of its size and scattered population.
Newfoundland also operates a regional library system
in the public lib'ary area which provides service to
urban areas and isolated communities alike linked
by telex for resource location and for reference
service; and for the future is exploring the possibility
of a computerized book catalogue for all public
libraries. The Provincial Reference Library has an
index of Newfoundland newspapers which is now
being computerized in co-operation with the
University of Guelph.

Memorial University Library links its own campus-
es, has a computerized serials listing in co-operation
with the St Johns' Hospital libraries and the St
Johns' Public Library; it also ties into outside net-
works in its use of CAN/SDI, Medline, the pilot
project of CAN/OLE and its three year participation
in the Shared Cataloguing Programme of the British
Columbia University Libraries.

In New Brunswick a similar separation seems to
be in existence between public/school systems and
university systems.

A network of public and school libraries operates
in five regions of New Brunswick comprising 30
libraries and 8 bookmobiles; this network has a
union catalogue in Fredericton as well as centralized
cataloguing for four of the regions. a centralized pay
system, though staff members are selected and
appointed regionally, uniform work conditions,
benefits, bargaining rights and grievance procedures.
The school libraries are tied into the system by a
group of Extension Librarians working jointly with
public and school libraries.

The University Libraries in New Brunswick join
outside networks in such systems as CAN/SDI and
CAN/OLE and have two networks within the pro
vince which are in co-operation with non-university
libraries. One is the provision of Interlibrary Loan
service including verification, location and borrowing
by the University of New Brunswick Library for a
group of seven institutions as diverse as the Atlantic
Provinces Economic Counc't and the King's Landing
Historical Village; the other is a prnieet of five



libraries to co-ordinate and facilitate conset vation,
microfilming and use of New Brunswick. material.

Nova Scotia again presentv a picture of Public'
School networks which are better developed than
those of the University /Special Library sector
though the two groups are cooperating in some
joint projects.

The Regional Library System functions as an
integral part of the Cultural Services Section of the
Provincial Department of Education which includes
museums, libraries and audio-visual services. The
network can be described in three main divisions:

I Provincial Library
II Regional Libraies
I II School Libraries

I The Provincial Library in Halifax is responsible
for six basic sections which in addition to their
primary responsibilities perform certain network
support services which I shall describe!
a) Legislative Library has an extensive microfilming

programme including provincial documents and
newspaper files; it works with Nova Scotia
Communication and Information Service on
distribution of provincial documents; it compiles
an annual checklist of provincial documents; and
it maintains a Nova Scotiana Collection to serve
all public libraries.

b) Public Libraries section provides administration
of cost-sharing grants to municipalities; advice and
guidance to R.gional Library Boards and their
chief officers; keeps these Boards
and their staff ,nformed through a New letter.
pf taft for newly formed regional

_libraries; arxf oncour ages information exchange
through r egular meetings and workshops

c) Reference Services provides maintenance and
servic,ng -..)f the 'voya Scotia Union Catalogue
which is d main entry registry of holdings of all
major librar y LAlections in the Province This
Union! Catalogue also acts as a registry Of items
Costing over 5100 bvhy of dt.! ed by Cu.oper at int)
libraries a Primitive method of cmenction-ratron,
alit.it on This section also provides Reference
servict,s t. 11 r,,tw.):),t1 libraries and the Nova
Scotia Ci 4/I Sorilc: and acts as Interlibrar y Loan
centr,. for hie pruvo1ci2 with its Telex linkage
and is cari;10 ser, e,. for smaller libraries,
it Ourlds a str, inn brbIlowaphic entlctron, a
tibrarr science collection, a specialirod

'ur all to draw on; and handle,
t-,:fltr31 P.41 .rift exchange servrce.

d1 Schno' t lh,ar.esnecarnedibsponsibility of the
Prue nCr t.rar y r 1;f6() filth the &Kier visor of
jrh ; L ter I' ,S 3C, alt; 1C 41 r;.' TAO .1 :twit ,,s,,t19

applications for School Library Materials Grants,
and providing a specialized Teachers' Library

e) Technical Services Section does centralized
cataloguing for ten regional libraries handling
about 50,000 volumes per year.

f) An/ Services provides Film Service, Taping
Service for Schools, a new Photography Service
and an Equipment Repair Service.

II The Regional Library System consists of eleven
regions with fifty branches, twenty-two bookmobiles
and four island deposits which serve about 750,000
people. These libraries have interchangeable user
cards, exchanges of specialized collections and
standardization of boe':mobiles.
III The School Library system is starting small geo-
graphical networks and encouraging expansion to a
wider system.

In all of these divisions there are plans for expan-
sion of the services provided and improved linking of
the different areas.

The University /Special Library area in Nova
Scotia includes nine universities and' colleges, an
embarrassment of riches in a small and not very
affluent province! In addition, the Halifax-Dart-
mouth Metropolitan area has a large concentration
of government and industrial research libraries which
increase the duplication and overlapping. Almost all
of these form part of the Nova Scotia Union
Catalogue and make use of its services for locating
material and most of them also use its registry of
orders to check on duplication of more expensive
items.

As in the other provinces there are ties with out-
side networks such as CAN/SDI and Medline and
the proposed participation in the second phase of
CAN/OLE project since only one Atlantic Province
location was accepted for the pilot project The
Library of the Atlantic Regional Laboratory of the
National Research Council has been designated as an
entry (mint for inquiries in the NRC/STI network
system The Kellogg Health Sciences Library of
Dalhousie University operates a regional loan ser-
vice for practising health science professionals in the
four Atlantic Provinces, linking the network by
mail, telephone and telex with the subject search
capability of Medline.

In the Halifax Dartmouth al t'+ two new projects
are being set up o-operatively by a varied group of
libraries -- one is a daily truck delivery system link
inn the libraries and the other a series of subject
oriented committees to explore the extent of dupli-
cation of resources and the possible ways of reducing
such duplication. In a different approach Dalhousie
University Lib, ar y has fur some years been making
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two of its internal systems available on a service fee
basis to other area libraries one system is the .

computerized order/amounting system and the
other a catalogue card production unit using the
MT/ST machines, Some libraries have in fact
contracted for a more complete service which
includes everything from order (not selection)
through fund allocation, receipt of books, payrnant
of bills and all accounting, cataloguing (by their own
staff but using Dalhousie facilities) production of
cards, reporting to National and Provincial library,
and end processing but stopping short of the
most important feature of actual shared cataloguing.

Before closing this factual account there is one
area-wide group which should be mentioned the
Associated Atlantic Universities Librarians'
Committee. Under the sponsorship of this group and
with the financial support of the co-operating
libraries a microfilming unit for the area has been
set up at Nova Scotia Technical College Library
and has been operating for eight years; the group
st. ted the first card production unit at St Mary's
University which continues as a regional off-set and
Xerox system and has been supplemented by an
MT/ST operation at Dalhousie; it assisted in the
creation of a local bindery and supported it in its
early stages. More recently it supported an experi-
mental year of opening interlibrary Loan to all
undergraduates in the Atlantic area and when it
proved successful tried unsuccessfully to have it
expanded to a national experiment. It is now start-
ing a registry of orders similar to the one at the Nova
Scotia Union Catalogue and hopes to integrate it
with that system.

That gives you a brief and necessarily incomplete
resume of the varied ways in which co-operation
has produced small local or regional networks in the
Atlantic area and how some of these efforts reach
out beyond our local boundaries to tie into broader
networks. I have not mentioned the man hours
,spent on committees, task forces, formal and
informal groups both locally and nationally by
many of the Atlantic area librarians trying to push
forward with network plans

"The Nova Scotia Council on Library Resources
Report and Recommendations on Rationalization
of Resources" a forty page report on present
resources in seventeen libraries and a plan for a
network; and "Proposal for a Regional Scientific
and Technical Information Centre in the Halifax
Dartmouth Area" published as an appendix to the
Special Study No, 8 of Scientific and Technical
Information in Canada are two detailed reports
which show the interest in and work on networks
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thc Atlantic area.
I now leave the area of factual information, as

supplied by my colleagues, and turn to my own
assessment of where we stand. I fear I must admit
to discouragement we talk systems, we write
systems, heaven knows we read about systems we
have more technical knowledge and more money -
but the accomplishments that affect the user are few
and far between. We stand on the threshold and are
afraid to go forward.

Let me give you a few examples taken from
Nova Scotia because I know it best but I'm sure
similar ones exist in the rest at Canada. Some small
ones first we have set a system for information on
planned purchases of over $100 the mechanism is
working but only went into effect with the provision
that all it really guarantees is that when we duplicate
an expensive set that our neighbour is purchasing we
know we are doing so but how many of us wilt
face our user group and refuse to buy that set?
When we check our serials lists with each other, how
many cancellations do we achieve? Beitstein and
Gemelien are essential tools, so our chemists tell us,
NJ! no way will we insist that we split the cost and
put one in each library since they are only five
minutes walk apart and available to all userst This
brings up not only conflict with our users but also
jurisdictional disputes as one library is university and
one government financed!

On a proposal for a daily truck delivery service
a basic need as agreed by seventeen libraries only
eight can find $300 over a six month per iod in ther
budget to do it as an experiment and then get their
formal budgetary support,

On the larger scale I have mentioned two formal
reports with recommendations for networks one
for a Metro-Halifax-Dartmouth scientific technical
network and one for a general information network
for Nova Scotia. Both of these were produced in
1969 and nothing has come of them. Not because
librarians aren't in general agreement on them but
because they involve money to be spent, jurisdic-
tional boundaries t - be crossed, some loss of indivi-
dual library autonomy and libraries are too timid to
chance their arm on what might be controversial,

We as librarians in the Atlantic Provinces are work
ing hard in our individual libraries, we are talking net
works and systems, but if I were asked to guess what
will come out or this Theme Oas, ulosentation and
discussion I would predict "more published papis.
more committees, more studies and more reports,"
and what we need is concrete action at the local anti
regional tc err that r40-3 form the foundation for
the lairr nes..nre wr. aro 111 nrolittstnq out ticor,



CANADIAN LIBRARY SYSTEMS
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

La Bib lothgue, Universite Laval

IN LA BELLE PROVINCE

Rosario de Varennes

Introduction
The quiet revolution in Quebec librarianship, like the
quiet revolution in Quebec politics, dates from the
death of Duplessis in 1959. If we consider the era
of Duplessis as the Dark Age of education and
libraries in Quebec, then the period that began with
Lesage's inauguration in 1960 has truly been an
educational Renaissance.

Before sketching the developments of the last
fifteen years in three main areas university and
college, public, and government libraries from
which we see a network pattern (or patchwork
design) emerging more and more clearly I would
like to remind you that around 1960 there existed
almost as many se'f centred :ndependent and un-
communicative strongholds .s :here were academic
institutions. So in spite of the serious shortcomings
which exist today, it is still quite amazing that such
radical changes have occurred in such a short span
of time, especially in the last five years or so.

University and College Libraries
One ca- trace the multifaceted education revolution
which recently tool- place n I'Etat du Quebec to
the famous 1900 Parent Report (1) Asa result of
this report's recommendations, a Department of
Education proper was established although this
measure had been opposed by the Catholic Church
which feared educational la'cization, and the loss of
its autonomy The latter fear was justified as evi-
denced in the last dna& by the history of the
student movements, by the progressive lay admini

tration introduced into the governing bodies of
private confessional academic institutions like
Montreal and Laval universities, and more radically
by the creation of a parallel systerylpf public educa
tional institutions the CEGEPs and l'Univer-
site du Quebec with its proliferating branches. The
CEGEP phenomenon is better known outside the
province because of its similarity to the growth, in
the 50's and 60's, of community colleges diversely
called agricultural colleges, specialiied institutes of
technology or CAATS in Ontario (4). This immense
effort to democratize ;nstruction the main thrust
of the Parent Repurt -- has had the greatest .mpact
at the CEGEP level, not at the university !eve;
because, despite all theories, higher education is a
naturally selective process. Librarianship has been
affected because, at the recommendation
of the report, a new breed of library technician was
produced by the community colleges. Their steady
and sturdy invasion of the field induced professional
librarians to organize themselves into a corporation,
the %roily one of its kind in Canada, which protects
the status of the professional librarian by public
law.

Now, as if to lure everybody into the new deal,
the Department of Education has injected millions
of dollars into the construction of new or enlarged
facilities, a building boom whiCh indirectly profited
libraries, with the most energetic ones growing
apace and even assuming leadership in new directions
as Laval did in automation (4). At the same time
the Department has gradually invaded all levels of
education through increasingly rigid structures
which have become almost oppressive in sheer size.
Money beca.le scarce beginning around 1969 and
has remainej so, thus forcing more and more co-
operation among libraries. Yet, a difference between
colleges and universities can be observed in this
respect. Colleges, perhaps because of pressures from
a variety of directions, seem less able to achieve free
and easy co-operation than universities. This may
explain the chaotic results in the case of the former
and the more enduring outcome in the case of the
latter; at the same time it is possible that such a
conclusion is only a shortsighted one.

College libraries
On the college level, there are only two structures
worth mentioning. They are: the "Centrale des
biblioth6ques" and the project CIDBEO."
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Centrale des bibliotheques
La Centrate des bibliotheques or Centralized Library
Service is similar in many ways to the Ontario



College BiblioCentre, It serves primarily an equiva-
lent clientele of Community college libraries arid
performs centralized processng fie them Never,
theless, it is very different both in its conception
and in the services it offers. Essentially it is a
centralized bibliographic centre responsible for the
best choice of literature (monographs, serials,
audio-visual material, etc.) for teaching libraries
from kindergarten to college. It is complemented by
a Technical Services Bureau which processes for
sale the titles chosen. By way of contrast, the
College Bibliocentre is a facility that processes the
actual acquisitions of participating institutions.

Established in September i 934 under the now
defunct Federate., of Classical Colleges, la Centre le
was bought in 1967 by the Quebec government and
is, presently part of the Department of Education's
Central Office for Teaching Aids (Service general
des moyens d'enseignement - SGME), which is the
main body responsible for promotion and co-
ordination of library services at all levels, including
university. In fact, that Office comprises four
divisions: one for elementary and secondary
education; one for college and university education;
a Bibliographic Centre; and a Technical Services
Bureau. The latter two are grouped into La
Centre le des bibliotheques which should then
normally serve all levels of libraries including
university ones. The Office is completed by a
Documentation Centre which conducts a research
and planning `unction; for example, it is currently
involved in audio-visual research, in a French
application of the British National Bibliography's
PRECIS (Preserved Context Index System), in
CAI (Computer-Assisted Instruction) programs, and
in a co-operative system for the transfer of educa-
tional information similar to ERIC

It should be noted her e, that for the purpose of
this essay, it would be inappropriate to describe in
detail the university dimension of the Office as well
as of La Centrale because it has not materialized
yet. The colleges pay an annual fee ..trhether or not
they use it and they seem moderately satisfied with
its services. It is the elementary libraries who are
the neglected children in the family

The shortcomings of this system are perhaps the
result of overly idealistic thinking, a good deal of
conservatism, and too much caution on the par t of
management (for example, their lateness in consid-
ering the possibilities of automated processing to
accelerate the production flow). Nevertheless the
services offered are of ,0 .mpressrvely high quality,
especially the bibliographic choices.
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Here is a brief description of these services:
Biblio Jeunes (kindergarten and elementary
libraries) 3,500 entries with indexes. Annual
supplement (fiche format)
Choix (kindergarten and elementary libraries)
monthly (fiche format)
Choix (secondary and college libraries) bi-
monthly (fiche format)
Bulletin de bibliographie (college libraries)
monthly

- Cahiers de bibliographie, CEGEP (subject biblio-
graphies) irregular
Repertoire 1964.1971 (Secondary and college
libraries) 40p00 entries in Dewey °cier. 7 vols.
May 1972. Vol. 7, separate author and title
indexes. Annual supplement and five years
cumulation. (fiche format)
Periodex. Sept 1972 - 10 issues yearly, annual
cumulation. Computerized analytical index to
155 French language periodicals (supersedes in
part I'Index analytique, 1966-72, issued jointly
by Laval University Library and the Quebec
Department of Education). Intended for
secondary, college, and public libraries.
Biblio-Troc (exchanges between libraries)
monthly
Catalogue cards: monographs, a.v. material;
Dewey (and L.C. call numbers for college
level);card sets sold in 1972-73, a little more
than a million for 11,767 titles catalogued,
Subject headings list (name, topic, special list
for kindergarten and elementary libraries,
reference list) Quarterly supplement (fiche
format).

Project COLVEO
During the last four ar five years various attempts
to computerize college libraries ID) either started
independently or were subsidized by various
branches of the Department of Education. Of the
latter ones intended as model experiments, the
most promising were the short-lived GEMINI
supported on-line multimedia resource centre at
the brand new Montmorency College; the Marc-
oriented acquisition and cataloguing system at
Andre-Laurendeau College (6): and Project
AUBICOQ involving 1.a Centrale des biblio-
theques (7). One has to rea!;z.; that these efforts
were only a partial local manifestation of the
widespread enthusiasm for library automation
and the standardization of library practice which
took hold of the profession at toe beginning of
the 70s. At the same time, other experimental
programmes were being conducted in university,



government and other libraries in the Province.
Hoping to halt this proliferation of projects and
co-ordinate the experiments, the SGME through La
Centrale des bibliotheques, tried to focus all
energies on one global project, Accordingly, in
May 1973, it funded CIDBECI (Centre d'informa-
tique documentaire des bibliothiquesd'enseigne-
ment du Quebec (8)), a library automation bureau
intended for all libraries under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Education, but open as well to
public, government and other libraries. All other
library automation projects, in colleges and CEGEPs
were frozen indefinitely. CIOBECI did not succeed
in attracting university libraries which went on their
own, as shall be explained later. A task force,
organized late ,n 1973, made preliminary studies
Jtlit recently proposed a series of short and long-
term otlitCtives for CID6 Ee in J progress report
dated 24 April 1974. The mori-, important recom
mendatrons concein the conversion of bibliographic
pincesseN of t t (:e ale. to a Canadian M.i1 RC
format and the aCquisit ion ;.If a Xerox Sigma cone
putcr to suppil:t the cataloguing operation. Hope-
full, an on-line, shared cataloguing system will be
operational on J hasic at the College level
by Coptembei 7915

University Libraries
The Conference of F. :ct,..e$ and Priocipals of Quebec
Universities ICRPUQ) is the chief promote. of co-
operation and systems at the university level. Its
Permanent Library Sub-Committee (first called
Committee for Library Co-ordination) makes it
equivalent to the Council of Ontario Universities
(COU), A five-year plan of concerted action to
co-ordinate services was outlined in a report by that
committee which was accepted on 5 February
1970(9!. Ths report was based on a voluminous
study by two co-ordinators who compiled it the
previous summer from visits to campuses, respono-;
to a questionnaire, and from a joint meeting of the
Quebec Committee with its counterpart, the
Ontario Council of University Librarians (OCUL)
on 6 October 1969 -rho main recommendations fr
dealt with an en depth inventor r of collections, a
union list of ser ials, the creation of a bibliographic
centre taking ;Mu account the national centre in
Ottawa, the computerzation of ;em:ces compatible
with national and nt' :r national standards, especi-
ally the MARC It format, and the ,:stablishment of
an appropriate body to develop and co-ordinate a
sound n-o work of uniersoty libraries.

The many concrr!ti. actions which followed that
report are in tine with tudai'S theme. Here are a few

examples: the launching of a provincial inter-
university transit system for interlibrary loan
activities called PEBUQUILL (Pret entre
biblioth'ques des universites du Quebec /
Quebec Universities Interlibrary Loan), of
which the National Library of Quebec is part
and'Whieh is now linked with the Ontario
IUTS (Inter-University Transit System); the
standardization of library rules and regulations
and the inter-university extension of loan
privileges to faculty, graduate students and
professional staff on demand; the distribution in
October 1972 of a semi-automated union list of
current serials 110) based on the Laval computer-
ized list; the first steps towards the creation of
regional data banks for maps and audio-visual
materials again from Laval programmes (it) (12);
the full-time appointment of a research and
planning officer to act as secretary to the Library
Committee; and tiee establishment of regular
task groups under the same committee for ration-
alieation of collections, for technical services and
for external services (currently these various
groups are working on standardization of library
statistics, on a warehouse project for less used
collections, among other projects).

TELECAT. COOP., or OULCS Monograph
Demonstration Project in Quebec universities
The most fundamental and far-reaching of all
programmes undertaken so far ;s the on-line
shared cataloguing project in which Ontario and
Quebec universities are now engaged. Since previous
speakers have already explained both the history
and workings of this system, I will only add a few
words to explain the Quebec side of the story.

Since the birth of MARC I at L.C., the potential
of such a project was debated time and again (more
often than not it was Guy Forget and myself who
did the debating) But it had its roal foundation laid
in 1971 when the Directorate for Higher Education
(DGES Direction generale de I'enseignement
superieur) contracted about $200,000 to l'Universite
du Quebec to develop within its branches a central-
ized automated cataloguing system intended to
serve as a model for other universities. You must
remember that was then a member of CRPUQ.
Mr Guy Forget, who had recently moved to l'UQAC
(Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi) as Vice.
Rector for Communications, was the natural choice
for chairman of the ad hoc task force then created.
Unfortunately, various mishaps, not the least of
which was an internal antagonism to the project by
the promoters of an in-house data bank started
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earlier at l'UGAM (Univer site du Quebec a Monti eat),
caused the proposal to fell Atte the presentation of
a second progress report in March 1973 (1
Moreover, sometime in May, l'U.Q. decided to
withdraw from the CRPU0 But at least Mr Forget
and his group had had time to eneinsine the OCLC
system in the United States and the emerging
QULCS project in Ontario and had recommended a
trial linkage with one or the other (131.

During the Spring of 1973, university libraries
were invited to join =BED which had the ad-
vantage of being already funded but the disadvantage
of being mostly college oriented There was also the
possibility that the university libraries would loin
an external system more standardized and better
adapted to their needs. Unfortunately there was no
money available for this. With the withdrawal of

their number was reduced to six. (In fact,
CRPUCI was almost cut in half when l'U.Q. and all
its constituencies withdrew). L'U.Q. was now
inclined to stick to its own internal system called
BADADUQ, (Banque de données en acces direct du
l'Universite du Quebec) (14). I know from my
personal involvement in the whole process that this
stage of the dream was like a nightmare. Things
started to go right however, when the Conference
of Rectors passed a resolution on 14 June 1973 to
join the OULCS Monograph Demonstration Project.
I was named chairman of a specially appointed
task force of four and we held meetings in Toronto
on 13 July and in Quebec City on 19 July. Things
went quite smoothly from then on and I was able
to submit a positive progress report in January
1974 (15). At the present time, Laval and McGill
Universities are directly involved and have been on-
line with Toronto since March 1974. Other poten-
tial participants have been involved from the
beginning as users through the Technical Services
Task Group and we are confident that we wrl
able to extend the facility to them and to the
Naticnel Lbiar y of Quebec by next Augeisf The
Research and Planning Officer of the Confer ence of
Rectors acts as Secretar y to the Test- F ore, thereby
greatly reducing the secretariel burden. The
experiment is specially funded by the member

libraries
hope these few enlightening facts do riot shed

too crude a light on the historical truth and do not
seem too biased to the external eye For those
interested, the June 1974 issue of Documentati'm
et Bihriotheques (ASTED, Montreal} will publish
article's on CIDBEQ, TEL ECAT COOP (16), and

BADADUQ
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SDI and Data Banks
Quebec libraries (mainly university and special) are
also participating more actively in larger biblio-
graphic networks like CAN /SDI, CAN/OLE, MED-
LINE, etc. For example, Laval University Library,
(considered one of the three largest centres for
CAN/S01 together with the University of Calgary
and the University of Toronto), via its new special-
ized reference section called SDI /LAVAL, links
off-line or on-line to some sixty different data bases

in the Sciences and Humanities, of which a few are
in French like PASCAL (Programme Applique a
la Selection et a la Compilation Automatiques de la
Litt6rature) from CNRS, Paris, MODUL/Dtploi on
Quebec Statutes from Laval Law Faculty, and
Reference 83 from Informatech France-Quebec a

potential competitor with CAN/SD1; Laval even
Cr eated some data banks of its own like CARTOMA-
TIQUE (11) on non-autonomous maps subsidized
by the National Library of Canada, and will issue a
manual on SDI in September 1974. McGill University
acts as a regional centre for MEDL1NE. The
University of Montreal developed DATUM, a
bilingua: full text data base on jurisprudence, and a
Word Bank. The University of Sherbrook broke
through with its CRAR (Centre de recherche en
amenagement urbain) and launched INFO
ESTRIE, a regional urban information system.

Hospital Libraries Network
Another interesting development now taking place,
this time under the aegis of the Quebec Social
Affairs Department, is the elaboration of service
standards for hospital libraries by linking them to
university medical faculties, and their organization
into a network with the university medical libraries
functioning as regional centres. Based on a field
study prepared for Laval in 1971 (171, the plan is
seerporied by special committees of the Canadian
Medical Association (AMC Association medicale
du Canada) and l'ASTED (ex ACI3LF (18), Mr
Louis Philippe Bonneau, of Laval, and also special
assistant to the Minister, recently prepared a final
draft on the project.

Public Libraries and BNO (Bibliodieque du QuObec)
It might seem strange to talk aboie 'he' National
Library of Quebec and the Public Lame. y Board
together The reason for doing so is that both are
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Cultural
Affairs For our purposes today. I wouln .ike to
stress hi. enormous impact the creation of each has

had on Quebec librarianship I also want to emphasize.



that in each case the viability of the new creation
represents the hard work, dedication and stubborn.
ness of one man Georges Cartier for the National
Library of Quebec and Gerard Martine for the
public libraries.

The SW! (1967) was created to preserve the
French-Canadian cultural heritage. I view the ict
which created it, the NLQ, as a Bill 22 for the
written word. Just as Bill 22 will preserve the
spoken word so will the NLQ preserve the written
one. The new system provides both a basic and an
exhaustive source for current and retrospective
"Laurentiana" as exemplified in the "Bibliographie
du Quebec", RADAR (Repertoire analytique
d'articles de reveus du Quebec), the retrospective
bibliographic project executed with pieces on hand,
etc. It should be noted that most of these instru-
ments are machine-produced and follow national
and international standards.

The accomplishments of the Public Library
Board (1960) are dS impressive. To list just a few:
it prepared the first Quebec public library act,
started almost from scratch in estabesh mg a net-
work of public ur municipal libraries, converted
subsidies from some thousands into millions,
established large regional systems called "biblio-
theques centrales pret" (19), devised a plan for
centralized processine, :and created a specialized
documentation centre.

Other systems worth mentioning are the
Montreal mun,cipat library with its numerous
branches, the centralized CECM (Commission des
ocotes cathotiques dr Montreal) system sieving
hundreds of libraries, arid the automated program
instituted at the North-Montreal Public Library by
Mrs Anna Rewire (20), which might be considered
a prototype for medium size public libraries.

Government Libraries
The long sought for co-ordination at the govern-
ment level was hastened by the concentration of
government buildings in the new parliamentary city
during the past five or six years and by the appoint-
ment in November 1970 of an ad hoc study
commission. Its terms of reference were to examine
relations between thr. Legislative Library, the
National Library of Quebec and other government
libraries and to propose a plan to co-ordinate them.
The chief proposal of the report issued in 1971 (21)
concerned the grouping of libraries, (the Legislative
Library, the BNO and a few others excepted) into
scientific and humanities section; under a co-
ordinator responsible to a main division of the
Department of CommunicJtioris If Ditto recQrn
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mended a feasibility study for automation and the
establishment of three centralized bibliographic
centres, one for Laurentiana at the IMO, one for
scientific information at the new Science Building,
and another for general information at the Legislative
Library.

Three years later, the only practical results
attained have been a partial grouping of libraries in
buildings G and H, the very recent appointment of a
co-ordinator for that group alone, a good beginning
of a union file in the Legislative Library (some
700,000 cards representing about 50n,000 docu-
ments in 30 libraries) and the publication of two
issues in April and May 1974 of INTER-RESEAU (22),
current awareness abstracts contributed from three
libraries so far.

Prompted by these delays, the head librarians met
on 23 April 1974 (23) under the chairmanship of
Jacques Premont, to reassess the value of the 1971
report. They recommended the continuation of the
previous committee, or alternatively, the appoint-
ment of a new committee hopefully permanent
and more representative of departmental libraries.
On the same occasion, participants were informed
of various projects such as cataloguing in publication
for Quebec official publications, continuation of the
union catalogue for monographs with a hint at
automation, and a computerized union list of
serials. Finally, it seems a special committee will be
created to develop an administrative plan for
government libraries based on model libraries at the
Department of Lands and Forests and the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources headed respectively by
Mrs Kathleen Mennie de Varennes and Denys Munger.

Conclusion
In its report to the National Library Canadian
Union Catalogue Task Group, the Quebec Work
Group on Regional Bibliographic Centres states:
"We believe that the regional centre for Laurentiana
must be situated at the BNO which has the specific
obligation of ensuring processing and conservation
of this material. We believe also that the responsibil-
ity for bibliographic processing of non-Quebec
origin library materials and location services for all
materials (including Laurentiana) in Quebec libraries
snould be entrusted, at least provisionally, to the
Quebec Conference of University Rectors and
Principals (CRPUQ) through its Library Committee.
Eventually, another organization, such as an inde-
pendent corporation, could take over. We believe
that the CRPUQ must assume full responsibility for
the regional bibliographic centre: for it is very
enportant that only one communication network be



created in Quebec."
Confront' lie that 0pli...011Aith Lippcoi s to

be the avowed line of thouritrt of (itivorrirriorital
author itios, it looks like, with the exe..priori of
Liurentiarm, we will again be faced with conflicting
interests and policies, another nightmare in the 8a
long (beam This is nothing to be overly pessimistic
about; rather it is another challenge requiring
practical and sound solutions which will pave the
way towards a workable Quebec library network. I
am quite confident Quebec librarransttip can meet
this challenge.
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Introduction
The Ontario Umvet sit es' Library Cooperative
Systan ( OULCS) was approved by the Council of
Ontario Universities (COL)) in June 1973. Thu guide.
lines for the establishment of such a Sy,,tem were
provided by a joint meeting of the Council of Ont
at ir) Universities and the Ontario Committee on
University Affair s in 1968. These guidelines specified
that (1) each university be prepared to commit
itself to participate in an Ontario Universities'
Library System; (2) each university I brat y be
essentially self sufficient in the provision of service
for undergraduates and be effectively interdepen-
dent in the provision of set vice for research and
graduate use: (3) there he appropriate co-ordination
and centralization of technical processes; (4) auto-
mation be introducod where appropriate; (5t there
be appr opt tate centralized storage of fess frequently
used library materials.

The proposal for the establishment of OULCS,
developed by COV's Uoard tor Library Co-ordina
tion, encompasses all of the COUCUA principles:
1) shared automated library systems;
2) the development of union files to be used to

rationalize. collections development and maximize
the sharing of research resources;

3) develop and implement a provincial collection
development policy for 15 universities,

4 conduct a survey to determine the need for and
feasibility of establishing a depository library
or libraries In the Province.
The formai structure of the OULCS is designed
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to include and utilise approoeati, expeitise
lib( y -Ind faculty) in order to t oath the 0,1.1!.

objectives It is believed that success in planielikj
and ruing library systems aril pi otV
depends verb much on the acceptance, assistwiei
and support of the faculty and administration of the

universities,

Sharing Library Systems
The sharing of library systems in the Ontario univer-
sity library community began early in 1971 on an
informal basis. Two university libraries concluded,
after considering the co-operative use of the Guelph
Documents System, that benefits for each library
could be realized. The benefits anticgmed were
(1) provide users with access to a larger number of
documents; (2) rationalize the collection of docu
ments by the two libraries; (3) share workloads
related to listing documents and maintaining auto-
mated programmes and files The. benefits became a
reality and other libraries asked if they could parti-
cipate also.

Today there are six shared library systems:
1. The Guelph Documents System.

Development :n this project has been particularly
exciting. Each participant ships local tapes to Mc.
Master University once a month, to be merged for
the union file. The union file has been produced in
hard copy for the past year, but switches to COM
file (fiche) in June, 1974,

Studies have been done which indicate that more
than 80 per cent of a documents collection an' issued
as series or serial, This fact means that assignment of
coding responsibilities for the remaining 20 per cent
of the documents has greatly reduced the amount
of original coding done at each library. The develop-
ment of an alternate document code field has
Increased the flexibility of the system, making the
inclusion of complete retrospective files much
simpler.

With union lists or supplements produced monthly,
and with each participant meeting local documents
access needs through the variety of indexes
personal or corporate author, trite, series, serial title
or subject (KWOC) which the Guelph system pro
vides, the project group is now moving toward the

ultimate development: on-line.
2. Co-operative Union Serials System. (CUSS)

Nine university libraries as vsell as the Toronto
Metro Public Library participate in the CUSS project.
A union serials list is already into its second edition,
and is extensively used for inter-library loan anir
collection development purposes Agreement tea
accept the CUSS union list as adeouate vent icar,on



has reduced interlibrary loan processing time in the
nine participating lanai ii's.

The most interesting development in the CUSS
project was that it initiated the Ad Hoc Discussion
Group on Serials Data Bases, chaired by R. Anable,
(first chairman of CUSS I This group is now inter
national and has received funding trom the Council
of Library Resources to develop a common tormat
for serial records
3. Subject Authority Systen)

Four university libraries participate in this pro.
wet. An agreement with the University DI California,
Berkeley, has been reached with the objectote of
developing the subject authority system so that it
can be used in conjunction with on-line catalogue
support systems.

At present the system has Library of Congress
subject headings in machine readable form and has
been used to print out subject guide cards and cross
references for public catalogues. When the cards are
filed, the library provides input to the machine file
re: which subject headings were used, and also inputs
those headings used in the catalogue that are not in
the machine readable fb!. In this way, the individual
library's authority file is developed. The file must
be maintained, i.e., updated when new subject
headings are used
4. Map project

Five university libraries are participants at pre-
sent, although this project is still in the development
stage. OULCS is working with Laval University,
hoping that a compatible system for the university
libraries of both provinces can be developed. A
report by Ralph Daehn, University of Guelph,
analyzing the philosophy and formats of three
systems (Laval, Guelph, CAN/MARC) will form the
basis for the establishment of the OULCS sy glom,
tied closely to the French language system developed
by Yves Tessier, at Laval. (CARTESS)
5 Interuniversity borrowing project.

Agreement of principles for an inter-university
direct borrowing system for graduate students and
faculty members has been accepted by the Board for
Library Co-ordination, and the project should begin
operation in September 1974. Each participating
university must have an acceptable sanctions policy
in operation at its own university, and agree to
support any claims made by anoth.r university.
should one of is -rwn horrowerc abuse the systr:rn

Transuc.' 0i forms, oirruvv,ny cards. rr:gulationc
prJcr:(4urr.c. have air been ,!ctibtrchrd, and at

feast four Hi, .u" r 1).41,11 (hi xpirreent
With the, holi,nolnq of ,i yjrt
6 CJErgoqurs support pr(10,: t
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The biggest project both in scope and financial
committments, is the Catalogue Support System.
Five of the Ontario University Libraries (Brock,
Guelph, McMaster, Western, York) and two of the
Quebec University Libraries (Laval and
compose the users of this system for the first year
and a half. The National Library of Canada has also
asked for membership, since its participation would
be invaluable in the development of the national
network,

The Board for Library Co-ordination's proposal
recommended that an on-line cataloguing support
system be mounted as a demonstration project in
order to test the feasibility of such a system. The
Ministry of Colleges and Universities was asked for
S386,000 as seed money to mount the project. The
Ministry approved the request.

Several principles were followed in the prepara-
tion of the proposal for the cataloguing support
system.
1) the development of a union file of holdings is

essential for the collections development work
that must be done;

2) the adherence to bibliographic standards is
essential for the development of compatible
records useful for cataloguing support and collec-
tions rationalization;

3) the cataloguing support system should be expan-
dable to public and college libraries;

4) the bibliographic standards should be as closely
aligned with Canadian standards as possible in
order that the system and its products will
support National Library development.
The Board's sub-committee, which developed the

on-line cataloguing support system portion of the
proposal, investigated both the University of Toronto
Library Automated Systems fUTLASI facility and
OCLC in order to determine their capability to
support the cataloguing system planned. Several
factors had to be consider-d in the sel"ct!;,- 1.-Tf
design of the automated systems support system:
1) there was a strong desire to have the automated

systems support at home, i.e., in Canada;
2) funds availthle for developing systems support

from "scratch" were non- existent;
3! the hardware-software component had to be

flexible enough to meet the requirements of the
OULCS cataloguing support system.
Agreement was reached with the University of

Toronto in April, 1973, that the online system
developed by UTLAS could be expanded and modi-
fied to form th,, ba .is of the OULCS co (mei dtivr
catalogue support ..1v,cri concept

This proiect is, of course, a demonstr ation and



mart' ideas are being expel imented with tor the
first time, certainly in C111.1111 The first
of the project were spent in developing stendards
formats, manuals, etc., and in choosing support
equipment which would be required.
Terminals
A Canadian made CRT terminal has been selected
to be used in the Cataloguing Support System.
Lektromedia in Montreal has developed the terminal
to meet the specifications set by the Cataloguing
Support System User Group and the UTLAS. The
terminal hasedit capability, an extended character
set, and diacritics. A printer can be attached (a
Texas Instruments printer has"been selected).

Most of the present users are connected to the
centre via Bell Canada's Data Route.
Standards
The first activity of the Cataloguing Support Project
User Group was to decide on the bibliographic
standards. These principles were agreed upon and
used in developing the standards:
1) The OULCS Union File Standards were developed

using the Canadian MARC Format for Mono-
graphs as the authority for the bibliographic
content and tagging structure of the Standards.

2) The Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, North
American Edition, as applied by the Library of
Congress, will be used by participants.

3) The International Standard Bibliographic Descrip-
tion Monographs recommendations as formu-
lated in the revised Chapter 6 of AACR will be
followed.

4) Cognizance of international standards issued by
IFLA, LSO, etc., will be maintained. Inasmuch
as the CAN/MARC Format for Monographs is
the format authority and the National Library of
Canada has pledged to follow international
standards as closely as possible, the OULCS Union
Catalogue Standards should not vary from such
standards except through oversight or by design.

5) The users of the Cataloguing Support System
will use American spelling of the English langime
when creating original or upgrading derived
cataloguing. When words in the descriptive por-
tion of a record being created are spelled in the
material described in British spelling, e.g. colour,
favour, etc., such spelling will not be changed.
The Group next determined the protocol to

follow for using derived cataloguing records, e.g.,
Union File first, LC if the item being catalogued is
not Canadian literature, history, law, or government
publication. CAN/MARC if the material being cata-
logued is Canadian literature, history, law, or govern-
ment publication, BNB if there is no record in the
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Union, LC or CAN/MARC data bases.
The final stepin setting the bibliographic

standards consisted of reviewing the CAN 'MARC
Format for Monographs and considering the impor-
tance of each tag, indicator, and subfield code. The
following specification codes were assigned to each
datum clement, tag, indicator, or subfield code:

MAN Mandatory
RIAP Required if applicable
RIAV Required if readily available
OPT Optional
SOPT Use of subfield code is optional; data

must be input
SYST The system will supply the data auto.

matically
The tag, indicator, or subfield code is
reserved at this time.

Source fifes
a) The System provides on-1i ne access to cataloguing

data available in LC, BNB, and CAN/MARC data
bases converted to Standardized OU LCS /MARC
format* with as much ISBD punctuation added
as is possible by machine recognition.

MARC source records will be kept active for
15 weeks following receipt. The most requested
records will be maintained active for longer
periods of time. Following the active period, each
record will be put in indefinite passive storage,
from which a user may recall it to active status
for a limited period.

b) OULCS Union records will be held active for an
indefinite period, until the User Group and the
Office of Library Co-ordination determines other.
wise.

c) A user's own records (local files) will remain
active as long as specified by the user, at the
user's expense. A user may specify that records
be automatically stored in a passive file when
catalogue records have been produced.

Access to national MARC records
Access Keys
a) LC card number - a record displayed unless there

are multi sthirces in which case the user chooses
the source according to the protocol developed by
the User Group.

b) ISBN - record displayed with stipulation as above.
Author**-- up and down Browser capability and
record display if user wishes.

d) Title up and down Browser capability and re
cord display if user wishes.

el Precise Title with leading non filing characters
omitted - ditto as 1 and 2.
Standardized Format os a supt,rset ot OULCS record format
Including access by Author and Title added entrws



Retrieval of dare
Batch Mode
co Printouts in edit list form.
W Orliine hard copy of data printed out immedi-

ately on the Texas Instrument printer attached
to the CRT terminal if the record is in active
storage.

Actin+, Passive Fries
a) Active - immediate display
b) Passive - delayed display.

The system does not necessarily keep a requested
record in an active state. When a record is requested
and provided, the use of the system is recorded, and
the record is provided to the user, (e.g , hard copy
via the Texas printer, a printout, or the record is
edited onIine on the terminal.) When the record has
been enriched to meet the User Group Bibliographic
Union File Standards, it is put into the Union File
and maintained active.

When a record is requested by LC card number or
ISBN, but it is rot present in the National data
bases, a record of the request will be maintained If
a second or third, user asks for the same record,
a queue of requestors wilt be developed. After a
specific period of time has elapsed (two weeks), one
of the requestors will be notified to catalogue
the title originally When the catalogue record has
been put into the Union File, the other requestors
will be notified that the record is available so that
they may use it
Access to Linton Fie records
Access Keys
of LC card number - record displayed.
b) ISBN - record displayed.
c) System record number - record displayed.
d) Author Browser capability and record display.
e) Title Browser capability and record display,
f) Author-titte combination Browser capability

inri ecu,c1 resphy.
Rerrree.,/ tyt (lard
As in rI. +..v.ti of Nat ,t,n.ri MARC record.,
Active Pa,%ive Files
Alt Union r ;Tor (I, wilt be kept inactive storage
for the Domunitratir,it Y.,,,r ,.s., th number is
mufv then antic
Access Proto,:,),
If ther., F tt. ii,cf ,iit rt (I& stir ,Art1 only

th,lt ii.u.ircf may
have auctrs,-, ,t, t /Inc) in Awn ;1
r.,clutst Acci 11,f111 t') 8.: itiogrophic
StiiitioH, a !iffr')II Frtt r. t,-r1 ni,ty Iii cnritnd but

tt,,te ,it r-c!Fct t). It vflrif aid (if cf
I tIsa, ; tt Unit -1 rl,
ri.cor if if). (1, Do( ,vr;i Ii.ouc,h IC

the atterit'on of the User Group and/or the Director
of the Office of Library Coordination for a decision
en whether to change the Union File record or not.

Only one record for a unique bibliographic item
may be in the Union File. Poe only exception to
this will be a transliterated record where the French
language and English language libraries use different
transliteration tables.
1,1-putting a Cataloguing Record
The User Group Bibliographic Standards state that:
"A user is obliged to upgrade a derived record or
input an original record to minimum Union File
bibliographic standards before he may deviate from
the standard."

The following local use tags are provided for the
user
035 Local control number
090 Local call number
1XX Name entry (replaces union entry)
5XX Local notes, e.g., Library lacks, for holdings

see . etc,
6XX Subject added entries
7XX Other added entries
8XX Series added entries
9XX Equivalencies in French or English.

If the user chooses to add more datum or alternate
datum it may be added in the corresponding local
use tags. The use of these tags will cost the user more
money for file storage, however. If the user wishes,
he may input a complete alternate record (alternate
to the Union record), but he will have to pay extra
for storage costs, and the deviant record must be
input according to the rules specified by the User
Group, i.e., a Union File record must be input first
before a deviant record.
Displaying a User's Record
A user may call up a display of cataloguing record
with his local data for the purpose of changing
holdings information and/or altering local use tags.
After changes are made, the user may wish to receive
new catalogue cards. If he does, he wilt give this
instruction to the system. Each user will have read
only access to other user s' files. No privacy limit
has been establidied by the User Group as yet.
Hard Copy Products
The system will provide the following hard copy
1) full and completed catalogue cards arranged in

filing sequence, in streams, i.e , shelf list, author,
title, etc.

?I punched circulation cards prepared according to
the use; '1 pieifile

3) call number labels for spine and boot. tit,epts
4} catalogued acquisitions test' based in the user s

profil.-
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Available on special order
1) cute Olt awareness listings based the user 's

profile
2) subject bibleographies based ee the user 's ;Notify
3) a tape of the user'; transactions.
Statistical Data
The system will pf uthiCe data useful for muniturint;
use of the system e.g., number of derived records,
number of original records, number of records used
by more than one user.

The system will also provide the use/cost data
necessary fur charging the user
Progress Report, Monograph System
In May, 1974, almost one year fter the project
began, 7 libraries Brock, York, McMaster,
Western, Guelph, Laval and McGill, are actively
testing the system. Twenty-three (of a final twenty-
sex) terminals have been installed, and are being used
for searching, editing, revising inputting, and the
production of catalogue cards and associated pro-
ducts.

It would be unfair to %tete that there have not
been many problems. Thes terminals did not arrive
on time, and, initially. did not meet specifications.
Prow ern or system design breakdowns necessitated
the lending of an experienced cataloguer to UTLAS
to define, on the spot, OULCS library requirements
The local OW tag, '090', had to be greatly expanded,
for exam :le, to handle the varied holding statements
far universities with several campus libraries. The
Xerox software used by UTLAS did not satisfy the
extension of an on-line system with extensive edit/
search activities, to sueli a laigc out) of widely
disperse!d users.

Satisfaction, however, can also be reported,
particularly with the original cooperative concept.
The provision of original cataloguing copy in the
union source file which is acceptable! to all because
of adherence to the OULCS standards has already
reduced the work load in some of the participating
libraries. It is to be hoped that by the end of the
pilot project the sante operating success can be
reported in the OULCS monograph cataloguing
support system as now obtains with respect to both
documents and serials.

Collection Rationalization and Policy Development
in addition to the various operating projects, the
Office and Board of Library Co- ordination are also
responsible for collection rationalization. The
initial emphases within OULCS has been on develop-
ment of union catalogues which win make such
rationalization feasible. Limited rationalization has
already been achieved through the union documents

catalogues and serials lists.
Concurrent with the production of union catalortues

has been the' development of uniform collection
policies for each university rrbrar y The are linked
to discipline assessments which are the responsibility
of another COU group, the Advisory Committee on
Academic Planning (ACAPI Appraisal of each
graduate program in Ontar ;concludes a review of the
library collection in that discipline, and a colleetion
policy statement must be included by the Library for
assessment by the appraisors. A Committee of the
Board, with representatives of both the library staff
and faculty of each university, meets regularly to
co-ordinate the development of these policies

The objective of both the collection policies and
rationalization is to reduce the duplication of little
used material held in the Ontario universities. The
need for this has become imperative because of the
shortage of library building space. A stud', of a
co-operative storage library is also high on the list
of priorities for OULCS

Conclusion
One of the most exciting developments within
OULCS has been the co-operation with university
libraries in Quebec, and with the regional public
library systems in Ontario. Both groups have observers
or participants in most of the OULCS projects and
all systems are being designed with the capability of
expansion either outside of Ontario or to °Thar
types of libraries within Dreterio.

We aIsu have been working closely with the
National Library, and have received both encourage-
ment and assistance. The Department of External
Affairs Library, as a representative of the National
Library, is a participant in the Documents Project,
and the National Library, which is implementing the
OULCS Documents System, is an observer, The
National Library also acts as an observer or partici
pant in the Monograph and Serials Projects and is
kept informed about the Map Project development.

We thus have the nucleus for the national network
envisaged by the Canadian Union Catalogue Task
Force. The interim recommendations of this group
concluded that:

"A Canadian union catalogue system, including
into library loan and location services, could be
constructed out of a number of interprovincial or
intraprovincial bibliographic centres linked to a
national centre at the National Library of Canada

.. Responsibility for any national bibliographic
network would be shared among the federal and
provincial governments, with clear distenctions
being made in regard to specific areas of respon
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Further expi .,c before we
can determine ',1 tid.., a
Penttattzed net wor 'o'r eqionat s$otems.
centrally coordin.rted H o, w' do not yet
know if we shoutd halt' stem encompassing
all libraries, of compatib;c: 5, items which are subsets
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Wallin a provincial network, One thing, however,
seems certain Co.operat I ve development as demon
str ated by OULCS and shared with Quebec univer-
sities, the National Library, and the Ontario regional
public library systems is a positive step in the direc-
tion of the national network that we are all working
to achieve.
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'National Policies
Before examining the local, provincial and inter-
provincial systems, let us briefly review the national
policies to see how the efforts at the lower level
might possibly dovetail with them.

As outlined by G. Syivestre (2): "There is no
single body in Canada . .. which has full authority
for the development of ci nationwide library policy
which would govern all types of libraries." The
principal co-ordination agency is the National
Library with special responsibilities assigned to
NSL through NRC as far as STI is concerned, and
both must count on the voluntary co-operation of
institutions operating under other levels of jurisdic-
tion in order to develop further the kind of infor-
mation networks which would meet more adequately
the needs of all types of users. The National
Librarian further states (2) "We must rationalize our
research collections, we most develop compatible
systems as prominent goals along our way towad
networking." A network should be understood to
be a dynamic system since'one should always
remember that members of networks should not be
merely passive, they should all contribute some
thing to the system ..."

In the field of Science Information, a small
planning group was appointed in May, 1972 by the
President of the NRC to examine the development
of a national STI system. As a result of its study (3),
the group made several recommendations relating
primarily to the development of greater collaboration
between the major information dissemination
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centres, the identification of user everts, and the
utilization of specialized information centers as
nodes within the national system.

Local Developments
A meeting was held at the Library of the University
of Calgary (7) on 13, 14 September 1973, to con
sider the possibility of establishing a centre in the
Western Provinces as part of the national biblio
graphic network. The meeting was a response to the
suggestion of the Canadian Union Catalogue Task
Group of the National Library that an inquiry be

made as to what co-operation already existed and
what was planned for the future. Representatives of
the various university and public libraries were in
attendance and agreed that following further
development of networks on a provincial basis there
should be one regional centre for Western Canada.

The emerging Alberta Library Study is a recent
example of activities to report on in this context.
This major study of libraries in Alberta is being
undertaken to explore the role libraries will play in
the 1970s and 1980s. The reasoning behind this
project is that no one library can offer all the ser
vices and material,. needed by its user; and there.
fore all libraries in Alberta can benefit from a closer
en ordination and co-operation.

Objectives set for this project have been spelled
out in a proposal (8) based nn the initial submissions
by the Library Association of Alberta and the
Alberta Trustees Association. The proposal calls for
evaluation of the existing services, materials, and
organization of libraries: identification of their role
in relation to the needs of library users. A plan
is to be prepared for the future development of
library services as a result of this study.

The Alberta Library Study conducted public
hearings in March and April 1974, with the need for
increased funding and strong provincial government
leadership to co-ordinate !ibrary services being
recurrent themes in the 15 briefs presented. Most
briefs recommended that a provincial library service
centre be set up, pointing out that other provinces
already have such centres. The Calgary Public
Library proposed that the central library establish a
communications network linking all libraries in the
province and encouraging interlibrary co-operation
and sharing of resources. A provincial bibliographic
center, linked With regional and national biblio-
graphic networks, would record holdings of every
library in Alberta and would handle interlibrary
loans.

Another example of an arrangement which pulls
together resources for the mutual b,!nef it of the
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L`StItit Ct'S, arxf ,t1 te'LltiUt1 tta iljtt 01%11 C(011111' t:01
catalogues and other national ser vices, as weir J.;
odic, ea-opeiative hy

The report resulting horn this study 1 41 't'com
mended that the Western Provinces of Canada
moved toward a "megesystem organization" during
the next ten years to maximize the benefits available
to the univei caws ot the region Theis, was no
Immetioin elqt'tley to initiate work on 3 COrtip,,tt
sub-system, but there was an immediate need for
clarification of the design elements, systems ut
lover name, and essential limitations of the presumed
resource-management subsystems Each univei say,
it noted, should develop internally and formalize at
its highest levee Is a clear and detailed statement of
the quality levels it r wires for library and related
informational servic...s.

This project took 16 months to complete, the
bulk of it in 1969 and 1970. Although at that time,
large projects such as the Ohio College Library
Centre, NELINET, etc. were not yet fully imple-
mented and the MARC distribution was only in its
initial stage, some ideas propounded by the report
were remarkably farsighted (such as the proposal to
establish a Library System Development and Service
Office reporting to the IPCUR, and endow it with
considerable authority and powers) even though
never implemented Many statements are of a
general nature but catty advice and warnings that
should be heeded.1 he wort maintains that "large
scale, widespread systems that encompass all IPCUR
schools will best he advanced at present through
growth based on expansion of the most successful
small scale systems It did not recommend
centralized technical processing for all IPCUR
schools at that time, Interestingly, it did mention
the work of the University of Calgary and AtRA in
the field of current-awareness and suggested their
continuation with as little duplication of effort as
possible

An example of the sharing of a library system is
provided by the TESA system (developed and made
available by the University of Saskatoon) now being
implemented at the University of Calgary to handle
acquisitions and cataloguing. Under an agreement
being negotiated with the SALT (Southern Alberta
tnstitute of Technology) and with the Medicine Hat
College the University of Calgary would provide
these institutions with pi inted MARC records as
required thus saving the cost of cataloguing The
most convenient way of supplying the card numbers
to the system remains to be determined

The acquisition by th University (if Cai9dry of
the TESA (T..chmcal Servici,s Automation) system



and the nominal fpa charged bv the Univeisitt, M
Saskatoon is evidence of a good spit it of co owl.
tion between these libraries This has beet) made
possible by the existence of the COPUL (7) (Council
of Prairie University Libraries) which consists of the
Chief Librarians of the university libraries in Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Among other matters.
the COPUL discusses possibilities of sharing auto
minion developments. As a result of this, the Univer
sity of Alberto in Edmonton is linked with the
MEDLINE operation at the University of Calgary.
Yet another positive achievement of the COPUL is
the co-operative publication of a Union List of
Newspapers held by Prairie University Libraries.

Under the auspices of the Department of Educa-
tion in Edmonton (Alberta) an informal committee
has been set up to investigate the possibilities of
joint co-operation in the development of a computer
based system for the identification, evaluation,
selection and distribution of learning resources
throughout the province. This project substantiates
the rdea that sharing resources applies non-print
holdings in much the same way as it dues to print
resources; the full array of media materials is
included (18mm, 8mm, Super-8 and 35mm film,
videotapes, filmstrips, slides, audiotapes, kits,
models, realia, transparencies) to enable integration
of ed'aeational materials into the learning program.
The data bank which wilt result from this project
is to serve all school systems in the province.

A very interesting expel in ient is being planned
by the Western Canada Post Secondary Co-ordinat-
ing Committee under the joint sponsorship of the
Alberta Educational Communications Corporation
and corresponding institutions in other Western
Provinces.

This experiment is concerned with the ineffecient
use of educational resources, among them library
holdings, in the universities and colleges of Western
Canada, and specifically with increased sharing
and pooling of these resources. The CTS satellite to
be launched by the Department of Communications
in October 1975, will be used as at least part of the
teleuommunit.ztinns system. While this satellite is
only capable of providing a link from one point to
another, the subsequent satellite (1977) should be
capable of transmitting a signal over all of Western
Canada.

This common venture is intended to create
interest in co-operative sharing of educational, and
among them library-type, resources and demonstrate
the impact of the new technology and its usefulness.
Specifically, this project will present the potential
of information retrieval to a remote and even tins°
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phisticated user The data bases installed presenth
at the University of Calgary and searched in the
batch mode, will be made available in the convey sa
tional mode by an on-line system. Three portable
terminals with both typewriter and video display
facility are envisaged for this purpose and will be
moved from one prairie province to another.
Besides the terminals, three television monitors will
be supplied to support television instruction preced-
ing each session. Hard copies will be obtained from
typewriter, printer or by mail, although telefacsimile
is also under consideration.

Although this experiment is limited in duration,
it should enable us to determine whether more
permanent linkages of similar types (with any
content) would be practical and/or desirable.

The closed-circuit teleprinter network established
in the Fall of 1972 at the University of Saskatche-
wan Regina Campus (6) clearly falls into the
category of systems and networks under review in
this paper. The University, functioning as the
resource centre, is tied in to the network with
the Public Library and the Provincial Library and
through the latter, indirectly with various Regional
Libraries in the Provincial Library System; interlibrary
loans and reference information are the primary func-
tion of this network. The University Library also pro-
vides for Telex transmission linkage between the
other two libraries and the National Library. The Sask-
atchewan University Library (Regina Campus) will be
functioning as a resource centre in yet another net-
work; the network of hospital libraries which is in the
planning stage and is to provide cataloguing services(6).

Whether Local or National
These activities are all isolated; they are either on a
small scale with a limited scope or they are only in
the planning stage. When sophisticated technology is
used (e.g. CTS Satellite project) it is generally only for
a short-term experiment, the outcome of which has
yet to be evaluated and recommendations made; or, as
in the case of the AIRA, there are financing problems.
Summing up, although these projects alone do not
bring about any significant change in the everyday pat-
tern of processing and obtaining information in the
Prairie Provinces, there is nevertheless some element of
benefit and progress to be recognized in the local venture.

A strong argument for local efforts is the foster-
ing of expertise in libraries and information centres.
The absence of expertise would be a serious
obstacle even for a centralized networking effort
to overcome, and it is difficult to imagine that
national services would supply experts along with
their packages. Therefore, local people knowledgeable



in the field will be runnino
and promoting both ioa .00 %trey.,

Local efforts also have the beneficial of feet of
creating and keeping up r ntef est in systems and
networks among users, professionals, administrators
of institutions in question, and even granting
agencies. Along with increased interest there is
increased communication which should he mentioned
separately from the development of expel t y?.
Unless people are cornpli:tey Invotved no system
will work properly and the more intelligent the
discussion before adopting a ;',stem the more
meaningful will be the results.

Anuthrt belefit that may be derived from locally
clesitind systems is th,,ir bi'.no tailored to meet
re r needs in a eat enYlit)eintelZ, due to their
ClOieni Ns to the "grass roots The policy of trans
plantirg systems has to be watched carefully (it
would he equally harmful reirct this idea com
pletetv since theie die situations where existing
systre may be appiord a th advantage). By "real"
needs we mean the a local systen may be expected
to be di .cted mot,: towards sot' rig acute problems
if the 'priorlties if, established equitably. Contact

with ultimate user s is also easier locally, even though
all big networks have incorporated some means of
teedback

The direct involvement (administrative. legal , and
financial) of those forming a network may be
quoted in support of a local (provincial, regional)
undertaking.

On the negative side, one serious objection may
be raised against an uncontrolled growth of local
(provincial, regional) networks and systems:
Whereas, at present, planners of provincial networks
are faced with the problem of similar libraries, the
future planners of comprehensive (interprovincial,
regional or national) networks will be confronted
with a multitirde of different networks and systems
which it will be difficult, if not impossibe, to bring
to a commol denominator due to their vast diversity
and lack of common standards, and, of course, du-:
also to the huge investments in hardware, software,
etc

Table I illustrates suggestions as to what may be
done at various levels.

1. SUGGESTED RESPONSIBILITIES IN LIBRARY SYSTEMS & NETWORKS

1-
Systems or Network

Activity

rvet

_ =
t

3 ?
=z

Prouuctior, of National; X
Brbllography lest"
machineeadablel

_

Union Catatogi.i-, x

Objective

1

r National bibliography including
books, pamphlets, microforms.
films, phonograph records, goy-
eminent publications, Local
production of catalogue cards.
cutifeet bibliographies as locally
rertuested. Local SDI service
Possible

To show location of publica-
lions to facilitate IntertibrarV
loans
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Note

CANAD1ANA in the Marc For-
mat. Co-operation of lower levels
required for proper implementa-
tion and operation.

Canadian Union Catalogue 'en-
compasses holdings of over 300
libraries, (NIL I, Union List of
Serials in the Humanities and
the Social Science, iNt..), Union
List of Non Canadian News
Papers MIL ), Canadian Theses
accepted by Canadian univer
itiec (NL I: Union List of Sri
entrfic Serials in Canadian
Libraries INSt..)



Level

1
Systems or Network

. i

.- 1

Activity uii .- n
c a e

2.iiltegl ELS...7'

i---Interlibrary Loans I X 1 X
!

Standards Development x

Collection Policies

Referral Centres

L

-r

Objectives

To channel published items to
individual users on request
through iocui l,biari

Note

iMachme Readable Union Cata
toques could serve to locate items.
Either a central or regional on
line system should handle re
quasi slips, shipping and billing,
Telecommunications should be
replacing mail computer net
work plus image transmission.

To bring about compatibility.
Unified internal procedures
lend themselves to standard
automation systems. Standard
terminology, record format,
user interface, systems, etc.

This should precede any com
puterIzatton. National standards
should take into account inter
national standards where avail-
able and honour local interests
Computerization cat's for stan
dardization of procedures. This
has been largely neglected,

X

Serials

Referen..:e Services

X

To determine what should be
the trend in building up collec
tions in individual libraries.
Specialization in subjects and/
or forms,

iTo refer any user to the
source that will meet his needs.

Applies to all libraries but co-
ordination is highly desirable at
any level. Computerized tools
may be created to facilitate
decision making.

This service may be most effic-
iently provided by centres ap
pointed from among the estab-
lished ones "Provincial", e.g.,
means that it would serve users
from a province but referral
would be to any centre across
the country. Methodical gui
dance might be from one focal
point

Ordering, accounting, check
in, claiming, binding, pro-
duction of lists and catalogues,
of serials.

Mostly a local venture but with
proper planning and design
might be usable +or union cata
Logue at a nigher eve!.

X Refer a requester to printed
sources of information, using
directories year books, encyc
lopaedias, dictionaries, refer
ence books, but also special
subject bibliographies and cats.
logues, "Dial-Access Libraries"
provide access to brief summar
les on tape by telephone, the
tape having been selected from
a printed catalogue distributed

I beforehand
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Usually restr cteci to one library,
as opposed to ,nforrnation re-
trieval which is not limited to
any specific hotd.ngs. It should
be possible to widen the scope to
other librar es wnich would
cait for trroro.-fd ILLO within
a netwni



Systems or Network
Activity

Production of
Catalogue Cards

Level
-1

z t-; Tit
2 SZ 'kW
.; Z10

X x

4--
Technical Services X
Acquisitions and
Cataloguing

Circulation

Selective Orssemina-
tion of Information

X

Obarctives Notes

To share the %laic database and
the required computer program
and to eliminate costly cata-
loguing in participating libraries.

On-line or batch made, or a
hybrid system where search of
the Marc system is performed on-
line and the print is conducted in
batch mode.

X

X

The Marc file is used to create
computer-printed purchase
orders and other acwilsition
processing forms, together with
iditional information entered

on-line or keypunched in cards.
System contains records of
books on order, cancels orders,
issues claims, supplies sets of
catalogue cards and spine labels.
The catalogue data file may be
updated and maintained.

To answer questions as to
whether a book has been char-
ged out, who is the borrower, to
make reserves, to print recalls
and overdue notices, fine no-
tices, to furnish statistics for
selection of additional copies,
elimination of useless books;
also useful for collection de-
velopment policies.

Usually limited to individual
libraries; could be shared by a
group of libraries given standard
Procedures. Batch, on-line or
hybrid.

Batch process or on-line (de-
ferred or real time). Circulation
systems usually operate within a
library or in the framework of
an organization having more
than one library,

X it x x

Retrospective t x
Searching

X Y i X

To supply patrons automati-
cagy, on the bests of their pro-
files, with relevant informa-
tion from one or more data
bases in regular time intervals,

Mostly in batch made local or
remove. On-line systems include
SDI as special feature. Optimally
there should be some plan estab-
lished so we can process all avail-
able tapes without duplication for
with minimum of it). SDI may
work at any level either proces-
sing or search editing, promotion
and feedback only. Division of
labour should be the leading
principle.

To search entire data base, or a
maw portion of it, against a
one-time query

How these library systems could meaningfully
evolve and gradually transform into local, pro-
vincial and regional networks, i shown in Fig. 1.

Batch mode or on-line. The same
applies as above for SDI. Identi-
cal tapes may be used after
having been merged.
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They should by moving in the direction of narrowing
down and finally closing the gap between local Ind
central endeavours. The graph is a combination of



the slight ohsvit,..101t. /tend inteliiip.nt foi eca-t kind
wishful thinking

Summary and Conclusions
The development In the area of systems Jed net
works as defined in the Introduction', proceeds
locally, at the provincial as We as national level
Most of the work is being done spontaneously
without any co ordination. In order to avoid the
situation where individual systems become incom-
patible, a concentrated standardization effort should
be initiated immediately in all areas of concern.
There should be no undue delay in establishing
referral centres.

The material presented from the prairie provinces
illustrates how both information supplier s and info'.
matron consumers, have become aware that it is
time to utilize the untapped resources made possible
through co-operatiOn and coordination Given
modern technology this presents a real challenge (5).
The existence of the Dataroute telecommunications
link will enable central information services to be
put to use. The development of a provincial compu-
ter network wilt promote the use of local data
bases, on-line. Data bases have been used co.
operatively for five years, even though on a limited
scale. The proposals mentioned above, under Local
Achievements, if implemented, would be directed
towards creating a Provincial Union Catalogue,
serving interlibrary loans in accordance with regional
and national networks; if ;uch a network were
properly concerved, it would expedite interlibrary
loans, foster the idea of shared holdings, and might
even lead to the formulation of unified collections
policies. Cataloguing services are another field where
interest has been shown in the prairie provinces,
besides appreciable saving of effort, this ter., of cai-
operation wilt demonstrate the utility of using a
common, standard record format for information
transfer If and when libraries begin to share their
collections, and pending establishment of an effici-
ent IL LO service, circulation systems could
possibly enter the sphere of co operative systems;
the same applies to the technical services (acquisi
Lions. ''n(-1 cataloguing)

4I

The most efficient method of ensuring increased
netiorevide co operation libraries would
apialse, to be through the use of a ever res of thief' to
five regional centres to provide an effective inter
face betweee the national centre on the one hand
and local and provincial efforts on the other These
regional centres might help to direct feedback to the
national centre, promote services (local and central),
train users, act as consulting centres to assist in
selection and implementation of standard compatible
systems, and function as referral centres; they could
also be helpful in developing policies and standards.
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LIBRARY NETWORKS AND
SYSTEMS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

R, L. Davison
Director, Library Development Commission

Systems and networks in liorary service are an old
story in British Columbia. In the public library field
co-operation goes all the way back to 1927. In the
school system it may go back even farther. Special
libraries and academic libraries have not been with
us in large numbers, but in late years there has been
a trend toward co-operation, particularly among the
university and college libraries. Regrettably, though,
practice in all categories has lagged behind theory.
If credit can be claimed for partial accomplishment,
a case might be made for progress in the field, in
the form of an account of "the story thus far,"
looking into library activities in British Colu.nbla as
they may fit into the Conference theme: Canadian
Library Systems and Networks Their Planning and
Development, and defining a library system or net-
work as "any technique or procedure which links
together for the mutual benefit of a large community
of users, the resources and services of a group of
libraries."

School Libraries
Approaches to co-operative service certainty vary
from group to group, but equally certain is the fact
that there is a common goat in the mutual benefit
idea. As in other provinces, the administration of
schools in British Columbia is divided among a great
many school districts, and predictably the degree of
library co-operation varies from nil to high. Since
there is nothing to be gained by dwelling on the
"nil" end of the scale, the obvious course rs to look
for an example of a school library system that

distributes materials among libraries on demand
a procedui t' similar to tat of a regionai public
library system, which not only backs up individual
libraries with bibliographic information but transfers
titles on Intel library loan from one library outlet to
another,

Logic would suggest that application of such an
apparently simple idea as regional library service
should ensure that materials relevant to specific
topics could be rushed from place to place in an
orderly, efficient manner over a relatively brief
period of time. Not so. Loans between schools do
take place, ad hoc one librarian contacting another

but there seems to be little serious effort, or at
any rate little success, on a system-wide male.

What are the reasons for this? First, absence of
flexibility. Great similarity persists in curriculum
timing and content, particularly among elementary
schools. On the other hand, the diversity in curricu-
lum among secondary schools, coupled with their
relatively large size, makes for difficulties of a
different kind. While freedom of choice of subject
may go down well with the individual teacher, it can
play hob with the librarian, who does really need
advance notice for the preparation of project
material, and more often than not has to scramble
to get something ready in a hurry.

Second, given the absence of proper interlibrary
organization, it is impossible to substitute sheer
manpower at the district level in order to try to
move material from one point to another, even
assuming some prior knowledge of the location of
the material.

Third, unlike an integrated public library system,
the school district does not have a unified collection.
Operating budgets assigned to individual schools
include the library budget, and this method of
financing encourages a fragmented sense of owner-
ship, with resulting possessive feelings about
materials and equipment.

Where the effort does exist on a system-wide
scale it works very well, as in one school district in
the centre of the province. Here, the district
resource centre is the co-ordinating agency respon-
sible for the development of school library collec-
tions and services, including audio-visual and tele-
vision as welt as print. The overall aim is to improve
services to all teachers and students by co-ordinating
the development of school and school district
collections and to promote programs which
encourage and facilitate their use.

Many people believe that more school districts
would mo.e quickly into the field of integrated
library services if they had the strong leadership
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University Libraries
lo the tall of If O a new academic organization
appeal et4 On the' Ithiary sci-n 4511rrT1 TRItft, lfcr

Univei sity Libraries), it is a co-ordinating agency
for j variety of matters of mutna interest and
concern to Simon Fraser University, the University
of British Columbia and the University of Victoria.
Although TRIUL in its present form has no legal
identity, is not officially recognized by its parent
institutions and cannot therefore be publicly
funded for research capability or other functions,
such is the interest and enthusiasm engendered
among the professional staff of the three institutions
that this voluntary enterprise has accomplished
perhaps Mort', certainty as much, in its three and a
half years as it might have don;! in a longer period
as an official institution,

Structurally, TRIUL works on a system of stand-
ing committees and sub-committees which in turn
create ad hoc committees and task forces. One of its
first publications was a directory listing its various
units, giving their terms of reference and their
composition. This directory is continuously revised
as units are created and, their work being done,
dissolved

The three University Librarians and the members
of the four main committees of TRIUL meet twice
a year, in April and October, for twday sessions
in which the working units report on their assign-
ment; from the previous session and the entire
gathering discusses a wide range of topics, of interest'
primarily to academic libraries but often expanding+
to involve library services in general as they affect
one another It has become a general rule at these
sessions to have, by invitation, representatives of he
Vancouver and Victoria Municipal Libraries, the
Library Development Commission, the Academot;
Board of British Columbia and the libraries of tie
community Colleges.

It 15 .3iitivrit bc.ionif dob: that we have in TRIUL



an original grouping of interests cat three fast
growing academic libariie. that has evolved '11E.: a
structure with its own life and purpose, As a p. ttern
for other provinces it could prove to be the nucleus
of a nation-wide academic library network with like
objectives, perhaps continuing along the same
informal lines that have proved so successful for

TRIUL has been successful because the three
university libraries are strongly committed to co-
operation, co-ordination and integi awn within
the bounds of the three institutions, with other
libraries throughout the province, and in library
systems nationally and internationally. Despite the
recency of their rapid growth they have laid the
groundwork for a liberal code for interlibrary loan
in British Columbia, special loan and cataloguing
services to community colleges, and reciprocal
borrowing privileges for undergraduates. To top
this off, the TRIUL libraries are jointly operating a
microfiche duplicator, systematicey policing their
respective collection policies to avoid unnecessary
duplication, working with the Provincial Library on
microfilming the index to British Columbia news-
papers, and investigating the idea of co-ordinating
efforts to index journals published in the province.
If there is in British Columbia a linking together for
the benefit of a large community of users, we have
it in this group of university libraries.

Public Libraries
We have it also in our public library systems
eleven of them, all at different stages on their way
to province-wide organization of library services.
Responsibility for the success of such organization
is a self-imposed task of the provincial Library
Development Commission. The Commission's cur
rent plan, published in 1973 as the Programme fur
Library Development, is the latest in a line of survey
reports, its immediate predecessor being Public
Libraries in British Columbia,- a Survey with Recom-
mendations, better known perhaps as the Vainstein
Report of 1966. The Programme is a modification of
Professor Nisi nstein's survey, taking into account
social and political changes that have occurred, most
notably the creation of a supra-municipal structure
called a regional district, which is the obvious
choice as the basic political and economic unit for
the new form of library systems.

Co-operative systems of public libraries began
long before publication of the 1973 plan. Pioneer
librarians in the thirties created a British Columbia
version of the regional library in three widely
separated and predominantly rural areas of the pro
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vioc,, and these nave survived and flour ished
becoming more and more urban as the popular ion
expands. The Commission, having been largely
responsible fur the start of systems, continued the
enterprise over the next two decades by establishing
branch offices in three other centres, to serve desra
'sated areas with books and professionai services
through existing small libraries. The regional groups
are tfu:; intortratsvd systems; those supported by
the Commission are modified federations. One of
the chief objectives of the Programme is to re-
organize all six on regional distr,ct lines.

The public library system for British Columbia is
designed to provide better library service to the
individual, citizen through the sharing of materials
and services which cannot be provided by an indivi-
dual community because of cost. Membership in a
library system also provides an opportunity for
co-operation on local, provincial, national and inter
national levels with other types of libraries public,
school, special and academic making it possible
for anyone within the system to have access to what-
ever material he may require.

Opportunities for such co-operation are still very
limited, beyond the regional level, but the three
regional libraries have been working toward com-
plete reciprocal borrowing privileges for the residents
of all three library districts. They have also shared
data and methods in setting up computer-based
regional book catalogues. The three directors meet
to work out new policies and techniques for the
mutual benefit of their institutions and to make
joint recommendations to the Commission on
province-wide policies and practices,

In the southwest corner of the provincial main-
land, which, together with southern Vancouver
Island, contains more than half of the total popula-
tion of the province, there has been some co-
operative endeavour among the public library
agencies. Again, this has been limited to such activi-
ties as reciprocal borrowing and reference services
and has not yet reached the level of region-wide
participation. This lower mainland area has been
designated as the only one of the r.kven proposed
system areas to be suitable for a federated rather
than an integrated system. In fact, it would be
undesirable to recommend integration where the
libraries are strongly established and relatively
welt-supported municipal institutions. Having recog
ivied this, the boards of seven public libraries and
the Commission are working out together a plan
whereby, with considerable ;ania! backing from
the province, certain services best provided in con
cert will be developed by the federation while Idea



services continue to bL the responsibility of the
individual lib,

There f Jtisolutely new integrated system in
the interior of the province. It is the first system
established completely under the terms of the 1973
Programme. With a population of nearly 73,000
people in an area of 17,600 square miles, it has
taken over the libraries of three municipalities and
is providing service throughout 16,000 square moles
of rural and semiurban land where none existed
before, Although it cameinto being only in January
1974, already its progress seems to have changed
the attitude of at least three other of the eleven
designated areas, and all three are taking the first
steps toward system establishment.

Provincial Service
At the provincial level, the Commission's Programme
calls for a central agency to carry the back up ser-
vices required by the' province-wide network. Such a
provincial resource centre will provide; a biblio-
graphic centre to process requests from public
library systems for information and material beyond
their individual capabilities; advanced reference and
interlibrary loan set vice for integrated systems;
access to tihr Sr' of the province's universities,
currimun,t, oit ie..1-it! other institutions, Including
0.1"k. dr11 ; the federal government
vs 1V211 as Thust srr vita.; anti Industry; and
a union catalogue combining its own collection and
the holdings of all public library systems in the
province.

E %cep: t' CrIrne CVfltrJlited cataloguing within
the nrovini, al g;'vernm rt tsell, none of the func

p, "L..1! .PSOtirce centre has been started.
A propos,s1 Atm nrrtratIve strLicture is now in
its second ,ft, hilt ftarthyr careful planning is
eSs-otlaf This kind of project must have immediate
and cnntirruiN success

Special Libraries
E xtot f ,"'I .youP ,sr vice in the medical field,

opt aid centralization are new
C,,tr,, Jrn ..pt rl ithralsos in this province.
Th. If', A,,td:rTly rsf Medicine, which rs

; ,r1 Ph %IL cans and Surgeons
of British (.7,. t purchasing and
Cototoguing Ot materials for approximately 60 hos-
pital librir Tarr . rrtmns, ,n of foct, that the Aca

Ind nicimtains a union catalogue
r, !ch. . ,i/th A,/f nct,,, In addition to
t.. ,inritial grants from

(,,1 11,,!,. my'', tibr,tt
A^t, i1 /) 3 uncurl ti, 0f ,,,:riats, in

special libraries, as well as common direCtory, have
so far been unsuccessful, but this is still in sight as
a long-term objective.

Although not really a system or network under
the present definition, cooperation between the
province's School of Librarianship at the University
of British Columbia and libraries of the province,
singly or in groups, does contribute to mutual bene-
fit within the larger community. For example, in
the summer of 1974, under a program financed by
the provincial Department of Labour, students of
the current first year class in the MLS course will be
working for four months in public, college and
university libraries. They will be employed on pro-
jects, important to the library but beyond the capa-
bility of its current budget, that will supplement in
learning and experience the library school's curricu-
lum. The program is set up for this year only, but it
could develop into an annual practice, depending
upon co-operation among the libraries, the school
and the government. Again, the library school is in
the provincial picture through participation by
members of its faculty in library service workshops
and on committees concerned with matters of
province-wide application. The total contribution
results in development of superior library resources
and services, not to mention an additional benefit to
mutual understanding among librarians and their
respective institution,

Finally, an important link in the chain of re
sources and services is the provincial library organi-
zation. The British Columbia Library Association has
endorsed and promoted activities ranging from
workshops on particular facets of library service to
formal participation with the Library Development
Commission and other interested groups in drawing
up plans for systems and networks and helping to
obtain fur them the necessary government approval
and support, both local and provincial. Public
Library trustees, working within the framework of
th, Association, have been particularly active in this
sphere.

In summary, it is fair to say that library resources
and services are being linked together in British
Columbia in various ways: within parts of the
public library field and at the provincial levet. There
are two jobs ahead: first, to expand the techniques
and procedures for the benefit of the whole corn
munity of users, and this will require energy and
money and second, to develop the library resources
and services of the province so that they can form
part of interprovincial and national systems and
and networks

It is piimsuri, to acknowledge the contribution
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of backgiound material for this paper from Mrs
Flor ..,rice Willson, Director of the District Resource
Centre, School Disti let No. 57, PtIliCt! George, Mr
13, W. Halliwell, University Librarian, University of
Victoria, Mr Ross Carter, Librarian, Vancouver City
College, Mr C. W. Fraser, Librarian of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia and
Miss Theodora Rhodes, Librarian, British Columbia
Telephone Company.

Sources of reference:
British Columbia. Library Development Commission.

Programme for Library Development, 1973.
British Columbia. Library Development Commission.

A Proposal for province-wide organization of
library services in British Columbia. December,
1971.

British Columbia. Public Libraries Research Study.
Public Libraries in British Columbia; a survey
with recommendations, by Rose Vainstein. 1966.

British Columbia. Revised Statutes of BritishColierr
bia, 1960. Chapter 316: Public Libraries Act.
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CANADIAN LIBRARY
NETWORKS AND
SYSTEMS : A SUMMARY

Bud Stuan.Stubbs
University Librarian
University of British Columbia

L_

There's very little left to be said about networks in
Canada. Our speakers today have covered the sub-
sect thoroughly, and if you've been listening you
should know almost everything there is to know
about the state of the situation today. However,
I have been called upon to summarize the day's
work, and in beginning to do this I want to refer to
a speech delivered at an earlier conference by a
distinguished Canadian librarian.

In that speech, he suggested that there were two
phases in the development of libraries. In the first
phase, the energies of librarians were concentrated
on organizing and co-ordinating materials within
libraries; to borrow his phraseology, the individual
book was the first term in the series, and the organ -
ized individual library the final term in the series. In
the second phase, which he said librarianship was
then entering, librarians would, and I quote, "have
the task of evoking method and order among
rather than within libraries." In this phase, the
individual library was to be the first term in a new
series. and the final term would be, again quoting,
"a single comprehensive organization in which each
member shall have its own definite part to play, yet
will also stand in distinct and mutually helpful rela-
tions to all the other members, acknowledging,
each one, that it owes a duty to the whole body,
although preserving complete freedom as to its own
individual management and interests . In such an
organization the libraries of the country would stand
not as independent units, but as inter-dependent
partners." In a word, this earlier speaker was talking
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about a national network.
He went on to describe in some detail the net-

work he foresaw, and the benefit it would bring.
He spoke of the fact that the majority of library
users were denied interlibrary borrowing privileges.
That smatter libraries in smaller communities could
not gain access to the contents of larger libraries in
larger communities. That there was wasteful dupli-
cation among libraries. And a score of other things,
all of which have been touched on again today. He
believed that there should be developed in every
region what he called a "book reservoir." "These
reservoirs," he said, "existing for the express purpose
of serving other libraries, might have great latitude
in the matter of lending, white at the same time they
might carbine the function of a storage warehouse
and clearing-house with other services as yet hardly
spoken of."

After a few more paragraphs, he got zround to
speaking about these other services. He said: "Though
each reservoir library would necessarily aim at a
large and comprehensive collection, each would
specialize to the exclusion of all others, in certain
directions ... They would constitute the natural
storage libraries of their district, receiving and making
accessible the overflow, whatever its nature, of their
affiliated libraries . . As a matter of course,
regional libraries would also become the reference
libraries of their district, and not alone for the bene-
fit of persons on the spot. For they would be equip-
ped with correspondence . . . departments, and
bibliographic bureaux from which would issue, at
reasonable ... rates, .. copies of articles, answers
to requests for specific information, or even for more
extended bits of research."

The author of that speech was the librarian of
McGill University, Charles Gould; he delivered it in
1909, almost 65 years ago to the day, as the address
of the incoming president of the American Library
Association. Dorothy Cooke where are you? We
have been hovering on the threshold longer than you
thought. So where are we in 1974? Is there any-
thing new under the sun? Welt, we have not achieved
he degree of organization Gould had hoped for.

What we have is a basket of patches, waiting to be
worked into a quilt. As we have heard from Drs
Sytvestre and Brown, through our national libraries
we benefit from many bibliographic, information
and loan services. And everywhere in the country.
as other speakers have told us, groups of libraries
through separate sometimes lonely initiatives are
arrangiN for reciprocal borrowing privileges and
extended interlibrary loans, setting up special com-
munications and delivery systems, developing union
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We do not yet havr,Carradiali network, To the
second, I believe we ran have one, and that we have
a much better chance of having one 1)1(:icily for
the reasons Gould mentioned over halt a century
ago. Blessedly. Canada is small in population And
thus in the dimensions of 1:hr at ianship; we know
each other pretty well, and communication is
possible, Moreover , the country falls into a number
of natural, manageable regions, within and among
which co-ordination is possible.

It seems to me' that there are five major prerequi-
sites for a Canadian network,

The first of these is a clear understanding of and
agreement upon the 9tNiectives of such a network.
What is it for? I share the view of Dorothy Cooke
and Jack Brown the it is for the user, who some-
times tends to be forgotten as we become preoccupi.
ed with the machinery we are creating. The purpose
of any network should be to exploit a large: resource
on behalf of a larger community, to prwide access
to information, works of the imagination, to
citizens wherever or whoever they are. In a Canadian
context, a network should lead to the equalization
of opportunity for access. Networks can do other
things, It is claimed that they can be more cost-
efficient for some operations, and this is fine,
because that should also be of indirect benefit to
the user, whom I submit should be our first concern.
It could be an assignment for a group of persons with
a penchant for abstract thought to draw up a state-
ment of objectives for a Canadian network. It
needn't be long. It should be something everyone
can understand and agree to, and which could be
endorsed by librarians through their various national
and provincial and special associations.

A second prerequisite for a Canadian network
would be a plan. We need very badly some one or
some group to study the present hodgepodge of
activities, to attempt to relate them one to the
other, to find ways in which developments can be
co-ordinated. I don't really see this as committee
work, or association work. It needs concentration.
I think the task belongs appropriately to the Nation-
al Library of Canada. The Task Groups set up by
the National Librarian have contributed and are con
tributing to the evolution of this plan.
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A third malty pi espeCia!ly at the level
ut the ixcliarlgillti 01 blb114141,1pliecd1 information, is
agreement our standards as se..,.1,t1 speakers have
pointed out totfay Thos too Is a logical responsibility
of the National Library, which must alsn maintain
liaison with other national libr JI res. But where stan
dards are concerned there has Ti be (jive and take,
.inif Ivy haven't been notably ;uccessfut in this up to
novv, given our tradition of perverse individualism.

A fourth major prerequisite is money. There is no
point in fooling ourselves into thinking that networks
can be built on a spirit of co- operation and nothing
more. They do more, and they are' going to cost
more. And hoe we run head-long into a -ierieUS
difficulty, whether we are considering national,
regional, provincial, local or interinstitutional nee
works. Which bodies have or will accept jurisdiction
for a network, for its financing, support and gui-
dance? Who's even interested? I think we will have
a lot of selling to do before we move library service
into the next dimension. And we must also face
squarely the issue of charges to users for services as

means of full or partial cost recovery. Will network
benefits be extended to users according to the pre
determined principle of librarianship what there
should be no direct cost to the user? Can we raise
the necessary funds for this, or must we depart from
this important article of the Iiiwars, faith?

A final prerequisite is appropriate legislation as
Or Harry Hookway has pointed out. Networks span
jurisdictrons: Public, school, university and special
libraries are sustained by different levels of govern-
ment and different departments. There is little
consistency from province to province. We may
need to revise laws before we can set up, let alone
fund, more ambitious networks.

Those are five major prerequisites for a Canadian
network. There are others, but I want to approach
them from a different angle, in replying to another
rhetorical question: what are the obstacles to the
creation of a Canadian network?

Obviously, if there is no agreement on objectives,
on a plan, or on standards, we are gning no plate.

Suppose these prerequisites are met, that we de-
fine the goals, draw up a plan, agree to standards,
find the money, and new legislation. Are there any
other obstacles to the creation of a Canadian net
work?

For an answer to this question I am going to delve
into history once more, but instead of going back to
the beginning of this century I would have you re-
turn to the sixth century and refer you to the thirty-
first chapter of a devotional commentary on the
Book of Job, sae men by Gregory the Great It is



there that Gregor y drew up the classic list of the
seven deadly sins.

The commission by librarians of many of these
sins will certainly be deadly to a Canadian network.
This morning Dr Brown touched on the importance
of the human element in the successful operation of
.the.network. .

Take the sin of avarice or covetousness for
example. If We adopt a possessive attitude toward
the resources of ow individual libraries, particularly
those of us with the larger collections, networks
won't operate. It takes a shift in attitude to view
one's own collection as a part of a larger public
resource or to make one's data bases and programs
freely available as the University of Saskatchewan
has done.

Then there's the sin of pride. I've seen that get in
the way of co-operation more than once, in the
shape of the person who is determined to go it
alone, and sees affiliation with others as a threat or
es a confession of weakness. So cast off pride.

We come now to envy. Common enough as
between the haves and the have-nots, and certain to
distort relationships in a way which will frustrate
pc ogress.

I think Cteiles Gould would wonder if we had
eot all been guilty of committing this next sin. Atter
ale how can it be explained iliat after 65 years we
ire stilt stumbling toward this vision. The sin is that
of sloth, described by old Gregory as melancholy
sloth. He meant by it not just laziness, but a kind of
anomie, tack of initiative, a sighing, despairing,
what's-theuse-oftrying reaction. We can't afford to
indulge in this sin; fashioning the net and then
making it work will not be easy, and we'd better he
willing to face the impediments with optimism.

Fitting the sin of anger into this little sermon of
mine posed me some difficulty, until I read what
Gregory had to say about the person who was
attempting to justify to himself his committing of
the sin. Gregory tvas a fair psychologist, and under-
stood the process of rationalization. He puts these
words into the mouth of the angry person: "The
things that are being done to me cannot be borne
patiently Indeed, to bear them patiently would be
wrong; because if I do not indignantly withstand
them, they will later be heaped upon me without
measure."

Could anyone be angry in that way about net-
teorks;* Yes, publishers can and authors can What
calls itself the information inreistr y certainty can.

Perhaps some of you caught in the New York Times
or elsewhere the reaction of publishers to the an-
nouncement of a new consortium including the New
York Public Library and the libraries of Harvard,.
Yale and Columbia? Or are aware that a new
revision to section 108 of the U.S. copyright bill, a
I uvision much favoured bythe information-inekastreee --
will inhibit libraries from taking out a single subscrip-
tion to a journal with the intent of providing photo-
copies of articles to their own branches? Anyone
who makes a living by selling information sees a
library network as an economic threat to his liveli-
hood. To answer such concerns takes a lot of diplo-
macy and a lot of research. Personally, I think
these fears are exaggerated, but at the same time
there are some publishers, particularly academic
ones, who rely so heavily on sates to academic
libraries that any sharing of materials resulting in a
drop in volume of purchasing could result in de-
cisions not to publish important manuscripts. So
there are people out there committing the sin of
anger and who may attempt to inhibit the develop-
ment of networks. We should do what we can to
save their souls.

The point i have been trying to make in re-
viewing these sins is that participating in networks
does require a new approach to thinking about our
jobs. When one goes to work in the morning, the
reality of one's own library impresses itselt on the
consciousness; it is something that can be seen, and
what is happening in it can be seen most of the time.
Networks can't be seen in the same way. They have to
be conceptualized. Somehow, people have to think
networks, believe in them, and work for them as they
would for their more concrete individual libraries.
As Gould put it, those individual libraries are now
just the first term in a new series. Let us all hope
that it will not take another 65 years to reach that
final term of what might be called total library
service.

50

There my sermon would end were I not aware
that some of you are keeping count and have noted
that I covered only five of the seven deadly sins. The
omission ..vas intentional. There are, after all, more
receptions, banquets and hospitality suites ahead of
you and under the circumstances I will not offer you
a discussion of those remaining sins of gluttony and
lust. Absolution is what you need and I can't help
you. All I can do is hasten the process by declaring
this theme day adjourned.


